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The purpose of this study is to determine whether each of 

the nine introduced tales in Pickwick Papers was written at 

the same time as the main narrative of the number in which the 

tale appears. The primary sources of data for the study are 

Sketches by Boz. Pickwick Papers, and Dickens* letters written 

during 1835 through 1837. 

Chapter One introduces the problem and states the general 

nature of the discussion in subsequent chapters. 

Chapter Two presents a history of critical opinion bearing 

upon the problem. The first portion centers upon the better 

known Dickensians who find the tales artistically weak and 

without relationship to the main narrative. These critics, in 

some cases, view the tales as probably having been written some-

time earlier than the main narrative. Other Dickensians 

elaborate upon the artistic versatility achieved by the use of 

the tales. The final portion of the history describes the 

opinion of those critics who believe that there is a significant 

interrelationship of shared theme between the tales and the 



main narrative. These critics judge the two parts to have been 

written at the same time. 

Chapter Three examines the evidence for the argument that 

the tales were written previous to Pickwick Papers for publi-

cation in the Evening Chronicle or in Bell1s Life in London. 

The chapter carries the analysis further by examining all of 

the work published externally to Pickwick Papers during I836 

to discover any implications concerning the origin of the tales. 

The evidence shows that Dickens fell short in producing the 

volume of tales and sketches that he had intended to provide 

his publishers and would have published further work if a 

stockpile of fiction had existed. The latter part of the chap-

ter discusses instances in which Dickens did draw from two 

plots and one characterization in his earlier work to produce 

central elements of several Pickwick tales. 

Chapter Four identifies approximately, by means of Dickens* 

letters, the days in each month when Dickens was working on 

Pickwick Papers. The analysis correlates the work pattern 

with clues regarding the origin of the tales from the letters 

and the text of Pickwick Papers. The method disproves some 

earlier interpretations of letters supporting the concurrent 

writing of the tales and verifies others of the same persua-

sion. 
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Chapter Five analyzes and compares the nine tales inter-

nally to discover whether they have relationships implying 

their origin at the time the Pickwick numbers were being 

written. The discussion emphasizes characterizations in tales 

one, two, three, and six that are integral to each of the 

other tales of this group and clarifies the inextricable 

binding of these characterizations to the development of one 

theme in the four tales. The latter part of the chapter points 

out stylistic weaknesses in the early Pickwick tales and the 

growing coherence between the tales and the main narrative in 

later numbers. The thematic interrelationship of the tales and 

the gradual change in the technique of presenting the tales 

argue for the writing of the tales in the order in which they 

appear, and the increasing coherence between the narrative and 

the tales suggest that they were written together. 

Chapter Six summarizes the main points and findings of 

Chapters Three, Four, and Five and offers a resolution to the 

question of the origin of the tales. 

The findings of this study consistently indicate that the 

introduced tales were written by Dickens at the same time that 

he was writing the main narrative of Pickwick Papers. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

In the first eighty-eight years following Dickens* 

death, literary critics admired the artistry of The Post-

humous Papers of the Pickwick Club with one particular 

exception, the nine tales introduced into the narrative. 

An example of the relative unanimity that sometimes develops 

in the critical world, Dickensians judged the nine tales to 

be irrelevant to the narrative and of- a pedestrian quality, 

probably written some months prior to the commencement of 

Pickwick Papers. This viewpoint has been changing in the 

last fourteen years to the extent that recent scholarship 

has been emphasizing thematic interrelationships between the 

tales and the remainder of the serially published work. Per-

ceiving the tales in recent years as artistically a part of 

the total work, scholars have sought to penetrate their 

origin. 

The present study examines the nine introduced tales of 

Pickwick Papers, both internally and externally, in the hope 

of discovering their origin, whether they were created prior 

to the writing of the main narrative or contemporaneously 
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with it. In order to acquaint the reader with previous dis-

cussion of the question, the second chapter presents a history 

of critical opinion commenting upon the origin of the tales. 

The third chapter begins by examining the argument that the 

tales were written earlier for The Chronicle or for Bell* s 

Life in London and proceeds later to analyze sources for char-

acters and plots in the tales drawn from Dickens' sketches 

written in the two years previous to the commencement of 

Pickwick Papers. The fourth chapter attempts to identify 

Dickens1 pattern of work on the Pickwick numbers, both within 

individual months and over the entire writing period for the 

work. The discussion correlates the work pattern with Dickens* 

letters written during those months and with clues in the text 

of the numbers themselves as to the origin of the tales. The 

fifth chapter draws together repetitive and progressive char-

acteristics of the tales themselves as an internal means of 

discovering their process of composition. 

Pickwick Papers was originally published in eighteen 

monthly and one final double number commencing April 1, I836, 

and concluding November 1, 1837. In that it is sometimes 

helpful in analyzing relationships among the chapters in terms 

of particular serial numbers and the dates of their publication, 

a table outlining these matters is appended to the thesis for 



reference. Brief notes on the numbers and on variations in 

chapter numbering among the editions introduce the table. The 

chapter and page location of each of the tales, as found in 

the Gadshill Edition of Pickwick Papers published in 1899, is 

also given in the appendix. The Gadshill Edition, taken from 

the edition corrected by Dickens in I867 and 1868, forms the 

source for all references to Pickwick Papers. A comparison 

of the text of the tales in the Gadshill Edition with the 

original complete edition of November 1837 shows corrections 

insignificant both in number and pertinence, primarily sty-

listic improvements, typographical corrections, and changes 

intended to avoid offending public taste. 

The term "main narrative" will be used in the study to 

cover all those portions of the work not a part of the tales 

or their introductions. A variety of terms—"interpolated," 

"intercalated," "inserted," and "episodic"--have been used 

to describe the nine tales included in Pickwick Papers, but 

since some of the terms prejudice the question of whether the 

tales are genuinely related artistically to the remainder 

of the work, it seems preferable to use the term "introduced," 

which presently carries no implication concerning artistic 

unity or its absence. This term, perhaps, gains some 

authority in that Dickens used it in a letter to Forster 



in June 1856, to describe the interrelationship of a tale 

to the rest of a work. He conceived of "making the intro-

duced story so fit into surroundings impossible of separation 

from the main story, as to make the blood of the book cir-

culate through both."-'-

Walter Dexter, editor, The Letters of Charles Dickens. 
Vol. XI of The Nonesuch Dickens, edited by Arthur Waugh and 
others, 23 vols. (London, 1937-38), p. 776. 



CHAPTER II 

A HISTORY OF CRITICAL OPINION ON 

THE ORIGIN OP THE TALES 

One may separate critical opinion concerning the origin 

of the tales in Pickwick Papers into broad divisions for pur-

poses of discussion, but such an ordering by its nature in-

troduces a form of distortion in that many of the critics 

express individual opinions that do not wholly resemble the 

structure of viewpoint held by others- in their general 

grouping. Reporting of the salient points of a particular 

scholar's opinion of the tales produces a further distortion 

in that some scholars, including eminent Dickensians, have 

relatively little to say about the tales as compared to their 

total commentary on Pickwick Papers and the remaining body 

of Dickens* literary work. Others, such as Edmund Wilson 

in his essay, "Dickens: The Two Scrooges,"1 discover in the 

tales a significant clue to a darker aspect of Dickens himself 

"'"Edmund Wilson, The Wound and the Bow (New York, 19^7), 
pp. 10-12. 



and an early expression of viewpoints and themes finding 

substantial development in the later novels. 

After decades of brief comment on the irrelevance and 

artistic weakness of the tales, the real flowering of discus-

sion began in 1965 when Robert L. Patten published an article 

including photocopies of consecutive manuscript pages of 

Pickwick Papers. He presents textual proof that the con-

clusion of "The True Legend of Prince Bladud" and the 

resumption of the main narrative were continuous upon one 

manuscript page.2 Thereafter, the volume of articles exam-

ining the origin of the tales increased, and with Patten 

taking the lead, the most pertinent discussions argue that 

the individual tales were written along with the chapters of 

the main narrative for a given number. Recent studies also 

have argued that an artistic relationship was designed by 

Dickens between the tales and the main narrative. 

Historically the earliest reactions to the tales, the 

newspaper reviews of the serial numbers, are favorable In 

those instances in which the tales are mentioned at all. No 

exhaustive scholarly examination of English periodical^ for 

2 
Robert L. Patten, "The Interpolated Tales in Pickwick 

Papers." Dickens Studies. I (May, 1965), 86-89. 



the March I836 through November 1837 period has ever been made, 

but the best available collection of reviews was published by 

Walter Dexter in 1936. Among the reviews, which primarily 

discuss the main narrative, is the remark in the Sun on the 

disjointedness of the second number; the review does mention 

"The Stroller*s Tale" favorably though briefly: 

The second number of an entertaining, miscella-
neous collection of tales, anecdotes, etc., collected 
and arranged by Boz and illustrated by Seymour. The 
best, at least the most vigorously written, tale is 
the one which described the death of a low Pantomime 
actor at one of the minor theatres.3 

The July 3 issue of Bell* s Life in London speaks favorably 

of the serials and brings to the readers* attention "an 

affecting paper entitled *A Madman* s Manuscript .* 

One of the out-of-town papers, the Brighton Guardian. 

finds the fifth number and its tale entertaining: 

The present number contains, as usual, plenty 
of food for mirth. The scene between Mr. Pickwick 
and Mrs. Bardell is highly ludicrous. We advise 
our political friends to peruse the account of the 
election at Eatanswill. To the lovers of the mar-
vellous, the Bagman*s Story will prove highly amusing. 
The illustrations which accompany this number seem 
to us to be a shade superior to those which appeared 
in the two numbers for June and July. The scene 

^Walter Dexter, "How Press and Public Received *The 
Pickwick Papers,*" The Nineteenth Century and After. CXIX 
(March, 1936), 323. 

4Ibid., p. 326. 
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in which Mr. Pickwick is taken by surprise with 
Mrs. Bardell in his arms, by his fellow Pickwickians, 
is inimitable; the likenesses are well preserved.5 

The reviewer merely outlines the topic of each of the chapters 

without delving more deeply into any aspect of them. The 

August 7 edition of the Bath Herald speaks of the same tale with 

equal enthusiasm: 

The best episode is a most whimsical and laughable 
dialogue between a travelling bagman and an old-
fashioned arm-chair, which we could wish our space 
would allow us to transcribe entire, for it admits 
not of amputation or division.6 

Notably, after the review of this tale, the fourth of nine, 

Dexter either finds no added mention of the tales or omits 

further reviews remarking upon them." ' 

During the period that the newspapers were favorably 

reviewing the numbers, Dickens himself wrote, with an ap-

parent sense of pride, to two correspondents, either 

speaking favorably of the tales or simply drawing attention 

to them. There is, first, the well-known letter Dickens 

wrote to Robert Seymour requesting him to rework the design 

for the etching that was to illustrate "The Stroller*s Tale.M 

Dickens expressed his anxiety to create a favorable impression 

5Ibid., p. 328. 

6Ibid. 



of the tale with the public and told Seymour that a number of 

literary friends had seen the tale and thought it would create 

a sensation.7 it seems a matter of conjecture as to how 

much Dickens genuinely relied upon the literary merit of the 

talej the letter itself may reflect a struggle between the two 

men for dominance over Pickwick Papers and a need on Dickens* 

part to convince Seymour of the justification for including a 

tale, a development which it appears had not been anticipated 

by the illustrator. 

In late June 1836, Dickens wrote to John Macrone, the 

publisher of the earlier two-volume edition of Sketches by 

Boz to say, "I inclose you a Sabbath and a Pickwick. Let 

me beg your particular regard for the specimen of London Life 

•Sam We Her* in the latter, also •The Madman* s MS.,n® 

Macrone particularly among the many correspondents would have 

been interested in the tale in that it was a continuation of 

the fictional form which had been successful in Sketches by 

Boz. No similar references to the later tales exist among 

the known Dickens letters, and although it is possible such 

letters may have been lost, it could also be that Dickens* 

^Madeline House and Graham Storey, editors, The Letters 
of Charles Dickens (Oxford, 1965), 145-146. 

8lbid., p. 154. 
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attention was centering later upon other aspects of Pickwick 

Papers. 

Other than the reviews, the first critical commentaries 

on the tales appear over half a century after the first serial 

publication of Pickwick Papers. As a means of classification, 

those Dickens scholars who do not care for the tales or 

simply ignore them appear first in this history in that they 

wholly dominated critical opinion concerning the tales for 

over a century; and the scholars who find the tales artis-

tically related to the main narrative appear last, a reflection 

of the emergence of the second group in the last ten years. 

John Forster, Dickens* first major biographer, makes no 

mention of the tales, a circumstance which suggests they had 

left little impression upon him when he was writing his 

biography thirty-five years after their first publication. 

At the turn of the century another well-regarded Dickensian, 

George Gissing, wrote nine critical introductions to Dickens* 

novels and found a place for mention of the introduced tales 

in the subordinated portion of one sentence: "Except in the 

episodic stories--which denote a melodramatic tendency, and 

in one instance (the tale of Gabriel Grub) anticipate the 
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Christmas Books—the style of Pickwick is colloquial. "9 

But we may infer his opinion, particularly of the early In-

troduced tales, by comparison with remarks Gissing makes upon 

"The Black Veil" and "The Drunkard1s Death," two markedly 

similar tales which appeared in Sketches by Boz. He describes 

the two as delivering a "rather forced pathos" or "deliberate 

gloom"; and as to artistic merit, "they might have been 

written by any one. . . ."1° 

G. K. Chesterton, in his biography of Dickens published 

in 1906, dedicates a separate chapter to Pickwick Papers and 

declares the book probably Dickens* greatest literary work 

but makes no mention whatever of the tales. He views the 

total work as episodic rather than as a novel in form; he 

says that its chief strength lies in characterization11 and 

its weakness in an inconsistency of "atmosphere" as it grows 

into "a different kind of book."12 In his collected prefaces 

to the works of Dickens, published five years later, Chesterton 

exemplifies the somewhat chaotic multiplicity of artistic 

9Ge orge Gissing, Critical Studies of the Works of-
Charles Dickens (New York, 1924), p. 41. 

10Ibid.. pp. 20-21. 

11 
G. K. Chesterton, Charles Dickens. The Last of the 

Great Men (1906; rpt. New York, 19^2), pp. 59-60. 
12lbid., p. 68. 
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possibilities thrown together in Pickwick Papers by pointing 

out the "irrelevant short stories shamelessly" patched into 

his scrap-book,^3 but goes on to evaluate the work as growing 

"systematically and progressively more powerful and masterly."^ 

Two other Dickens scholars who published contemporaneously 

with Chesterton were Percy Fitzgerald and Edwin Percy Whipple; 

like Chesterton neither gives attention to the tales as being 

of significance. 

During the ten years preceding the publication of Robert 

Patten*s article on the Bladud manuscript in 19^5, a number of 

Dickensians noted their sense of the tales* artistic weakness. 

George H. Ford characterizes the tales as "bumbling" but finds 

a possible exception in "A Madman*s Manuscript." As an indi-

cation of that tale*s effectiveness, he recounts for his 

readers an incident in 1937 In which a young American required 

his bride to read "A Madman*s Manuscript" on their wedding 

night; in addition to the ordinarily difficult circumstances 

of a wedding day, the tale so filled her with fears of marriage 

that she became unnerved and applied for an annulment.^5 

1̂3 
JG. K. Chesterton, Appreciations and Criticisms of the 

Works of Charles Dickens (New York, 1911), p. 16. 
lJ|Ibid.. p. 19. 

15 
^George H. Ford, Dickens and His Readers: Aspects of 

Novel-Criticism Since 1836 (Princeton, New Jersey, I955), p. 18. 
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J. Hillis Miller, citing the tales as an example of the work1s 

disjointedness, speaks of Pickwick Papers as a series of dis-

continuous experiences given some form of interrelationship 

through the characterization of P i c k w i c k . ^ 

Somewhat related to the foregoing in their negative 

evaluation of the tales is a critical viewpoint having its 

source in an interpretation originally expressed by Edmund 

"Wilson in 1941. He directs attention to the subterranean and 

pessimistic themes in Dickens1 art, which he believes point to 

unresolved conflicts existing within Dickens himself: 

There are in Pickwick Papers, especially in 
the early part, a whole set of interpolated short 
stories which make a contrast with the narrative 
proper. These stories are mostly pretty bad and 
deserve from the literary point of view no more 
attention than they usually get; but, even allow-
ing here also for an element of the conventional 
and popular, of the still-thriving school of Gothic 
horror, we are surprised to find rising to the 
surface already the themes which were to dominate 
his later work.^7 

In recounting summarily plot development and theme in the 

tales, Wilson emphasizes "The Old Man's Tale about the 

Queer Client" as revealing obsessive conflicts locked within 

Hillis Miller, Charles Dickens. The World of His 
Novels (Bloomington, Indiana, 1969), p. 22. 

17 
Wilson, The Wound and the Bow, p. 10. 
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Dickens; opening upon a hopeless scene of suffering through 

imprisonment for debt, the tale evokes an unrestrained fury-

directed toward parents for failure to love and protect their 

suffering children.Contrary to the earlier critics* 

opinion that the tales have no relationship to the narrative, 

Wilson finds a major relationship between them through the 

darkening development toward Pickwicks imprisonment.^9 

Wilson* s essay argues that one cannot understand Dickens 

without perceiving a part of him as a child wounded by the 

trauma resulting from his separation from his family during 

John Dickens* imprisonment. Characterizing Dickens as a "man 

of spirit whose childhood has been crushed by the cruelty of 

organized society," Wilson thinks Dickens held within himself 

an underlying sympathy with the criminal and the rebel,20 

and in the contradictory forces within himself was emotionally 

unstable—capable of sentimentalizing a suffering wife or 

daughter and yet expressing a domineering cruelty and hardness 

to his own wife and daughters. One of the daughters, Kate 

Perugini, remembered painfully that her father* s influence 

over the daughters was so great that they would not visit 

18Ibid.. pp. 10-12. 

19Ibid.. p. 13. 

20Ibid.. p. 15. 
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their mother after the parents* separation for fear of Dickens* 

antagonism.21 Wilson quotes a letter Dickens wrote to Porster 

to illustrate a deepening mood in later years. He wrote of 

"the so happy and yet so unhappy existence which seeks its 

realities in unrealities, and finds its dangerous comfort in 

a perpetual escape from the disappointment of heart around 

it."22 

Edgar Johnson, in the well-received biography oi* Dickens 

published in 1952, follows Wilson in characterizing the tales 

as inferior but revealing "compulsive emotional drives." As 

Wilson did, Johnson summarizes the first three tales and the 

sixth to suggest the significance of such obsessive material 

finding its way into the book at all: 

Every thing about them—their bathos, their tone of 
hysteria, their irrelevance to the fabric they are 
patched into, their magnified distortions of auto-
biographical matter—suggests the meaningful forces 
behind Dickens* s failure to realize their artistic 
badness.23 

Johnson finds these "images of cruelty and persecution" keys 

to a door in Dickens* past, the blacking warehouse where he 

21Ibid.. pp. 62-63. 

22Ibid., p. 66. 

JEdgar Johnson, Charles Dickens. His Tragedy and 
Triumph (New York, 1952), I, 164-165. 
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spent the most loveless months of his youth.2*1, K. J. Fielding 

agrees with Wilson in finding that the tales indicate "sup-

pressed fears and feelings of resentment"25 and dismisses 

them artistically as "lamentable, disclosing nothing not 

better expressed in later artistic efforts.2? Steven Marcus 

disparages the tales artistically and suggests that they .form 

"pockets of darkness" into which viciousness and angej? are 

collected to avoid their emergence into the comic and gentle 

world of Mr. Pickwick. Like Wilson, Marcus relates "The Old 

Man1s Tale about the Queer Client" to the main narrative but 

finds that the relationship lies in an inversion of the benign 

father-son relationship of Tony Weller and Mr. Pickwick to 

Sam Weller.28 

oh 
Ibid., pp. 165-166. 

25K. J. Fielding, Charles Dickens. A Critical Introduction 
(London, 1958), p. 22. 

2^Ibid.. p. 18. 

2TIbid.. p. 22. 

28 
Steven Marcus, Dickens: from Pickwick to Dombey 

(New York, 1965), PP« 41-42. 
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A number of Dickensians emphasize the tales* lack of any 

genuine artistic relationship to the rest of Pickwick Papers, 

which, for some of them, suggests that the tales were probably 

written separately. The earliest identified expression of 

this view emerges in an unsigned article by Percy Fitzgerald 

f°r The Cornhill Magazine in 1889: "One is inclined to suspect 

that they were unused magazine stories lying by the author, 

with which he filled in his number, if time failed or inspi-

ration flagged.t,29 He adds that Dickens attempted a similar 

form in Master Humphrey*s Clock but abandoned it on realizing 

that the use of unrelated tales was not effective.30 Walter 

Dexter and J. "W. T. Ley in The Origin of Pickwick develop 

this viewpoint further in describing Dickens as depending upon 

the popularity of his macabre effects in Sketches by Boz31 

and state flatly that the tales, "obviously originally intended 

for the Chronicle or Bell* s Life." became filler for the newly 

commissioned Pickwick Papers.32 

^Percy Fitzgerald, "Pickwick." The Cornhill Magazine. 
New Series, XII (January, 1889), p. 68. 

3°lbid.. pp. 68-69. 

31walter Dexter and J. W. T. Ley, The Origin of Pickwick. 
(London, 1936), p. 47. 

32lbid.. p. 49. 
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Edgar Johnson judges Seymour to be infuriated by the 

inclusion of "The Stroller's Tale" in what had been the illus-

trator1 s original plan for a group of sportsmen in a series 

of broad comic adventures. He speculates that under the pres-

sure of time to complete the first two numbers prior to his 

wedding Dickens included a sketch already at hand.33 Sylvere 

Monod speaks of the tales as "detachable" or "inserted," words 

which suggest his interpretation of them as material entered 

without a meaningful relationship to the main narrative. He 

views the tales as illustrative of "Dickens' technique as a 

story-teller," although without "relation to his art as a 

novelist." In his opinion, the tales- are material written 

earlier and held aside for moments of necessity.3^ 

John Butt and Kathleen Tillotson, in analyzing the weak 

structure of the earliest numbers, describe "The Stroller's 

Tale" as abruptly leaving hanging the development of action 

33johnson, Tragedy and Triumph. I, 136. Robert Patten, 
in describing Johnson as supporting the view that all the 
tales were prepared earlier for the Evening Chronicle or Bell* s 
Life in London, overstates Johnson's position in that the 
biographer makes this statement only for "The Stroller's Tale." 
Patten, "Interpolated Tales in Pickwick Papers." p. 86.. 

3^Sylvere Monod, Dickens the Novelist (Norman, Oklahoma, 
1968), p. 88. Although Monod in his preface suggests that 
this English edition of his earlier work is a revision, his 
remarks on the tales are characteristic of views held at the 
time of the first French edition in 1953 and. do not reflect an 
awareness of views expressed in 1965 and thereafter. 
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in the first adventure of Pickwick and his associates; they 

judge the tales to be "intercalated" to display Boz*s versa-

tility and his independence of Seymour. Butt and Tillotson 

hedge their opinion on the origin of the tales by stating that 

the tales were "possibly" prepared for separate publication,35 

but they also submit that "A Madman* s Manuscript" had its' 

source in an experience taking place after the commencement of 

Pickwick Papers. a visit of Dickens to Bedlam in June of 

1836.36 in a footnote Butt and Tillotson suggest that biblio-

graphy confirms the use of unrelated tales in that "The True 

Legend of Prince Bladud," unlike the other tales, was set up 

separately in type with an atypical blank spacing before and 

after the tale.37 

J. Hillis Miller views the tales as contributing to a 

sense of discontinuity in the work,3® and, similarly, A. 0. J. 

Cockshut pinpoints the failure of artistic assimilation in 

"the Gothic tales of horror carelessly scattered through 

35John Butt and Kathleen Tillotson, Dickens at Work 
(London, 1957), p. 68. 

36Ibid.. p. 73-

37lbid. 

3®Miller, Dickens, World of His Novels, p. 23. 
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Pickwick Papers. . . ."39 in the process of studying the 

growth of artistry in Dickens* novels, Earle Davis finds this 

first long work without form except for the Pickwick companions 

in their series of adventures. The style is that of farce-

caricature with an attempt at broad contrast through "filler" 

stories.1*0 Madeline House and Graham Storey, editorially 

commenting in The Letters of Charles Dickens, repeat a view-

point acknowledging Butt and Tillotson: the tales are inter-

polated, possibly originally intended for another publication, 

and were included as a means of displaying versatility.^1 

Publishing in 1967 and apparently ignoring or unaware 

of Patten's earlier verification of continuity in the writing 

of the tales and main narrative, Mary Colwell incautiously 

declares that "in the first half of the novel, the interpo-

lated stories do not seem to bear any apparent relation to 

the action which surrounds them" and that "The Stroller* s 

39 
A. 0. J. Cockshut, The Imagination of Charles Dickens 

(London, 1961), p. 93. 

40 
Earle Davis, The Flint and the Flame. The Artistry of 

Charles Dickens (Columbia, Missouri, 1963), pp. 28-30. 

41 
House and Storey, Letters. I, 145. 
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Tale" provides "an inferior sort of v a r i e t y . s ^ e makes a 

worthwhile observation in suggesting that Dickens placed a 

lessening value upon the tales, for he used fewer tales in 

the latter half of the serial numbers; she recognizes that 

the anecdotes, particularly Sam*s, gradually displaced the 

tales and offered a greater artistic unity in their commentary 

upon the action of the narrative.^3 

A number of Dickensians elaborate upon the artistic 

versatility achieved by the use of tales in the numbers. In 

1911 Albert S. G. Canning described the sketch of the dying 

clown in the first tale as confirming 

Dickensfs great powers for pathetic delineation, 
his object in this sad chapter being to draw at-
tention to the real state, hardships, and sufferings 
of those unfortunate people whose lives are devoted 
to amusing the public, and who literally live upon 

42 
Mary Colwell, "Organization in Pickwick Papers," 

Dickens Studies. Ill (October, 1967)* 103-104. In her article 
Colwell carelessly asserts that the first five numbers all 
have interpolated tales, although- the first number has no 
tale. She further confuses the numbers by stating that the 
first ten numbers have six tales and the latter ten hold three, 
whereas the seventh tale, "The Story of the Goblins Who Stole 
a Sexton," the one about which she is in error, was a part of 
the tenth number, not the eleventh. She is also mistaken in 
ascribing the highly distinctive conversational style of 
Jingle to Trundle, who does not enter the narrative until 
considerably beyond the passage quoted and may possibly be 
notable for his failure to say anything throughout the work. 

**3Ibld.. p. 104. 
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the applause which their efforts arouse, yet whose 
real condition is so secluded from public sight 
that they are too often little benefited by public 
charity 

Canning believes "The Madman* s Manuscript" to be a rare 

example of the power of pathetic description through the 

tale*s tracing of a tragic and terrible loss of reason by 

a man of nobler character than those around him.^5 The tale 

appears to be a purposeful contrast to the earlier comic 

scenes, "introduced to show the varied powers of the 

writer. . . ."^6 Related comment does not appear for the 

next fifty years until John Killham suggests that as Mr. 

Pickwick nears imprisonment, the chapters desert the comic 

tone for a darker mood; at the same time, the tales themselves 

brighten from the pathetic to the romantic, the supernatural, 

and the humorous, a change which suggests to Killham that 

Dickens* object was the use of the principle of contrast 

between the tales and the narrative.^7 

lilt 
Albert S. G. Canning, Dickens & Thackeray Studied in 

Three Novels (1911; rpt. Port Washington, New York, 1967), 
P. 37. 

^5Ibid., pp. 42-43. 

46Ibid., p. 44. 

^John Killham, "Pickwick: Dickens and the Art of Fic-
tion, " Dickens and the Twentieth Century, edited by John Gross 
and Gabriel Pearson (London, 1962), p. 36. 
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Heinz Reinhold,' in a scholarly and penetrating essay 

translated into English in 1968, questions earlier opinion 

viewing the tales as merely "padding" and points out that 

no firm proof exists to show the tales were written prior to 

the writing of the narrative. He proposes the alternative 

thesis that "it is, therefore, tempting to assume that the 

interpolated stories are there not because of a more or less 

fortuitous necessity but because Dickens was pursuing through 

them a very specific artistic purpose."1^8 Even though readers 

may not find the tales artistically acceptable today, Reinhold 

suggests that one must attempt to evaluate them in terms of 

the literary standards of the Victorian years of the 1830* s 

before passing judgment upon the question of artistic purpose, 

and he ably presents a variety of explanations for their 

artistic inclusion.2^ Reinhold, like a number of others, 

views the tales as a purposeful contrast to the main narra-

tive, 50 but goes further to suggest that Dickens1 use of a 

tone in the tales varying from that in the main action created 

48 
Heinz Reinhold, "The Stroller1s Tale in Pickwick." 

translated by Margaret Jury, The Dickensian. LXIV (September, 
1968), 143. 

49; 

^Ibid., pp. 145-147. 

'ibid.. pp. 144-151. 

50. 
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an original artistic achievement; "Moreover, this chiaroscuro 

technique was at the time most unusual for a work planned 

basically as a comic novel and Dickens may well have been 

very conscious and proud of this somewhat revolutionary achieve-

ment. "51 The tales were a further artistic breakthrough in 

that they depicted men who were considered lowborn and often 

pitiful or contemptible, an early flowering of the trend toward 

realism and naturalism. 

Barbara Hardy maintains the older view that Pickwick 

Papers was designed "to present a split between the comic and 

the serious"53 although recent criticism had shown that the 

tales become lighter in tone and, in the judgment of the 

present writer, become lighter much sooner than the darkening 

chapters involving Fleet prison. For example, the romantic 

tale of "The Parish Clerk" immediately follows the laughter-

provoking discovery of Mr. Pickwick in the garden of Westgate 

House. The contrast in the tone of the narrative and the tale 

are not as marked as some scholars tend to generalize. 

The final portion of this history describes the opinions 

of those scholars who believe that there is a significant inter-

relationship of shared theme between the tales and the main 

51Ibid.. pp. 147-148. 52Ibid., pp. 149-150. 

53garbara Hardy, "The Complexity of Dickens," Dickens 
1970. edited by Michael Slater (New York, 1970), p. 31. 
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body of the work. A number of these writers suggest that the 

relationship is an implicit one, existing without Dickens1 

purposeful intent to create it, and the remainder argue a 

purposeful design within the tales as an artistic emphasis or 

as a guide to Dickens* intent within the main narrative. 

Where the writers find a conscious design, the implication is, 

of course, that each tale was created in the process of 

writing the individual numbers. Almost all of the publication 

presenting this general viewpoint has been issued in the last 

decade. 

Edgar Johnson does briefly mention the theme of injustice 

shared by both the tales and the latter half of the narrative, 

but he describes the theme as a "bathetic failure" in the 

tales and does not develop any discussion of unity beyond . 

this remark.5^ j. Hillis Miller points out a form of unity 

which extends beyond the narrative into "The Bagman1s Tale," 

"The Parish Clerk," and "The Story of the Bagman*s Uncle." 

He states that "the consciousness of Dickens, ironically 

amused and detached, intervenes everywhere between the reader 

and the consciousness of the characters, and is the true 

54 
Johnson, Tragedy and Triumph. I, 167. 
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spiritual and tonal unity of Pickwick Papers."55 tut Miller, 

like Johnson, perceives the tales in the main as disjunctive.56 

Monroe Engel views the tales as forecasting what lies latent 

in the earlier farcical adventures of the Pickwickians, a 

growth toward a deepening seriousness in the work.57 w. H. 

Auden suggests that the melodramatic tales, whether Dickens 

consciously intended for them to do so or not, contribute to 

the readers' understanding of Mr. Pickwick in that the old 

gentleman perceives literature as merely entertaining even in 

its painful portrayals but, once the tale is ended, of no 

significance in its implications of evil and suffering; for 

Pickwick the world of his experience remains uncontaminated 

by these perceptions of literature.58 

Although the evidence that Robert L. Patten presented 

in 1965 establishes manuscript continuity on one sheet of 

paper for the conclusion of "The True Legend of Prince Bladud" 

55Miller, Dickens. World of His Novels, p. 2. 

56Ibid.. p. 22. 
C»7 
3'Monroe Engel, The Maturity of Dickens (Cambridge, 

Massachusetts, 1959), pp. 82-83. 

H. Auden, "Dingley Dell and the Fleet," Dickens. A 
Collection of Critical Essays. edited by Martin Price 
(Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1967), pp. 73-7*1. 
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and resumption of the main narrative, 59 it is not a substan-

tiation of artistic unity between these two parts; however, 

Patters evidence should not go unmentioned here in that it 

provided the impetus for substantial investigation, in the 

next several years, of possible artistic interrelationships. 

William Axton seeks to show "that the related questions 

of appearance and reality, modes of apprehension, and point 

of view" have central importance to theme and structure in 

the total work and that the tales themselves have a deeper 

bond to the sources of unity than most critics realize. He 

suggests that the Pickwickians and Sam Weller offer alter-

native and complementary modes of perceiving experience, the 

first, "gullible pretenders in a hypocritical milieu," and 

the latter, invincible against all pretense and self-delusion 

failing to accord with the facts before Sam1s eyes.6° The 

tales 

bear on this appearance-reality theme in that they 
approach it on its most fundamental level in terms of 
the way in which the mind itself, under the influence 
of some inner phenomenon, modifies objective reality 
in the very act of apprehension.^! 

59patten, "Interpolated Tales in Pickwick Papers." pp. 
86-89. 

f)0 

William Axton, "Unity and Coherence in The Pickwick 
Papers," Studies in English Literature, V (Autumn, 1965), 665. 

6lIbid., pp. 666, 674. 
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Axton highlights the thematic parallel between "A Madman*s 

Manuscript" and the surrounding Bil Stumps episode in stating 

that through Mr. Pickwick1s stubborn insistence upon his own 

"scientific" discovery and through the madman*s insanity, both 

distortions of reality, innocent persons suffer.^2 Axton 

concludes that 

the interpolated tales explore the fundamental issues 
raised in both parts of the main narrative, the necessary 
subjectivity of all experience, and the injustice that 
arises out of limited vision. The most meaningful ac-
tions of the novel are those in which innocence is 
thought to be, or is made to seem, guilty, those which 
require both detached objectivity and sympathy to in-
terpret correctly.^3 

In 1967 Patten published an article suggesting areas of 

investigation in the question of the relationship of the tales 

and the main narrative, and he offers both evidence and inter-

pretation to support the argument for a purposeful artistic 

unity. In sorting out the evidence for and against the 

existence of previously written tales in Pickwick Papers, he 

begrudgingly,concedes that the authoritative statement of 

Dickens' brother-in-law, Henry Burnett, probably establishes 

that "The Ivy Green," a poem preceding the second tale, was 

f\P 

Ibid., p. 675. 

63Ibld., p. 676. 
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written prior to commencement of the serial numbers.^ The 

Bladud manuscript and a letter of Dickens to J. P. Hullah in 

August of 1837 establish in Patten* s mind that two tales, at 

the least, were published serlatim. The letter states that 

Dickens has found himself unable to write during the day be-

cause of a lack of inspiration and that he must remain at 

home to complete a tale which he is writing, apparently the 

last tale, "The Story of the Bagman1s Uncle." 

In view of this evidence, Patten*s conclusions urge 

further searches for artistic interrelationships: 

Such a reexamination shows first, that in letters 
and by format Dickens emphasizes' the tales to a 
degree inconsistent with their being inserted merely 
as stopgap measures; second, that although he under-
took many other projects while writing Pickwick 
there is no consistent correlation between the 
amount of Dickens* other work and the presence of a 
tale; and third, that there are in the novel indi-
cations that the interpolation of these tales was 
part of an artistic design.^5 

In terms of the question of Dickens* artistic purpose, the 

entire article deserves a reading in order to evaluate the 

arguments presented to support Patten*s conclusions, and 

each area of investigation discussed seems ground for 

64 
Robert L. Patten, "The Art of Pickwick* s Interpolated 

Tales," ELH, XXXIV (September, 1967), 349-350. 

65Ibid.. p. 350. 
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fruitful examination, though one may not necessarily reach the 

same interpretive balance as Patten. 

In the argument supporting artistic unity, he offers an 

interpretation of the frontispiece, which was actually designed 

in the final double number, as the means of understanding the 

unity of the total work. The drawing presents Sam in a library, 

apparently reading to Mr. Pickwick. Masks of comedy and tra-

gedy, including a prominent drawing of the goblin from the 

seventh tale, form an arch surrounding the library scene. 

Interpreting, Patten views Sam as Mr. Pickwick1's spiritual 

guide, who can glean from books as well as experience.66 

Through an analysis of the relationship of "The Stroller's 

Tale" and its storyteller, Dismal Jemmy, to Mr. Pickwick,6 7 

Patten asserts that "the boundary between fiction and fact is 

often very difficult to ascertain . . . " and generalizes that 

"the chain of interwoven fiction and fact continues outward 

to the boundaries of the book itself. . . ."6® 

The tales relate thematically to the narrative by means 

of contrasts to situations in the main action, as Patten 

briefly illustrates, or provide a darker example advocating 

66 

*Ibid.. p. 358. 

Ibid.. pp. 35^-355. ^Ibid.. pp. 356-358. 

68. 
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the Christian benevolence characteristic of Mr. Pickwick. The 

tales increasingly hint that Mr. Pickwick must penetrate 

illusion in its chameleonic forms.69 Thus with the frontis-

piece as a guide to the artistic unity of Pickwick Papers. 

the reader, like Mr. Pickwick, finds himself the student of 

Sam, the tales, the entire work, and his own experience in 

the discovery of reality.70 

Publishing a month after Patten*s article, H. M. Levy, Jr., 

and William Ruff reiterate two editorial comments of House and 

Storey from The Letters of Charles Dickens as proof for the 

writing of two tales contemporaneously with their serial num-

bers. in a second short article published three months 

later, they suggest that "The Old Man*s Tale about the Queer 

Client" designedly holds a warning for Mr. Pickwick concerning 

his law suit with Mrs. Bardell.?2 Patten published on the 

topic a third time and, with increased confidence, generalizes 

on limited external evidence concerning a portion of the tales 

^^Ibid., pp. 361-363. 7°Ibid., p. 366. 

71h. M. Levy, Jr., and William Ruff, "The Interpolated 
Tales in Pickwick Papers. A Further Note," Dickens Studies. Ill 
(October, 1967), 123. 

72H. M. Levy, Jr., and William Ruff, "Who Tells the Story 
of a Queer Client?" The Dickensian. LXIV (January, 1968), 19-
21. 
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that each of them was written along with the narrative portion 

of the individual serial number.73 Robert E. Lougy furthers 

the investigation of thematic relationships by pointing out 

that Mr. Pickwick was something more than editor of "The 

Parish Clerk," since the tale reflects upon his own deception 

in the garden of Westgate House and functions to objectify 

Mr. Pickwick1s sadder understanding of his own experience.7^ 

Thus, critical opinion at present seeks to substantiate 

the existence of artistic unity throughout Pickwick Papers. 

It is the purpose of the remainder of this paper to examine 

external and internal evidence bearing on the origin of the 

nine introduced tales in the hope of contributing to a better 

understanding of the tales1 significance within the total 

work. 

^Robert L. Patten, "The Unpropitious Muse: Pickwickf s 
* Interpolated1 Tales," Dickens Studies Newsletter. I (March, 
1970), 10. 

^Robert E. Lougy, "Pickwick and fThe Parish Clerk,,M 

Nineteenth Century Fiction. XXV (June, 1970), 100-104. 



CHAPTER III 

AN EXAMINATION OP SOME POSSIBILITIES INDICATING 

THE TALES HAVE THEIR ORIGIN IN MATERIAL 

WRITTEN EARLIER THAN PICKWICK PAPERS 

In an attempt to discover when the tales were written, 

the investigator must examine the argument that they were 

written previously to Pickwick Papers. Most of those scholars 

who hold this view suggest that the tales probably came from 

work prepared originally either for the Evening Chronicle or 

Bell*s Life in London. In that the work done for these two 

publications preceded or overlapped the writing of Pickwick 

Papers, the possibility that Dickens may have had additional 

sketches ready which never appeared in either periodical 

requires consideration. 

On August 20, 1835, the Evening Chronicle had published 

the twentieth of Dickens* "Sketches of London" and had placed 

after the article the notice "to be continued." A letter of 

Dickens written to the Chronicle* s editor, John Easthope, in 

April I836, expresses a sense of uncertainty whether Easthope 

may have been displeased with Dickens in regard to the sketches, 

33 
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The letter makes reference to Dickens' earlier promise to the 

readers to continue the sketches and assures Easthope that 

Dickens fully intends to carry out that promise under what-

ever conditions the publisher might require. One gathers 

indirectly from the letter that Easthope may have intimated 

some displeasure that no further articles had been offered. 

Dickens responded by suggesting "that the heavy press of 

other matter at this season of the year, would have rendered 

the insertion of the new series I commenced, a task of great 

difficulty. . . . He was apparently speaking of the series 

which had been interrupted the previous August and sought to 

reduce the consequence of his failure to produce further 

sketches with the suggestion that Easthope1s paper was too 

full of other material to need additional pieces. Dickens 

appears not to have had available sketches for the Chronicle.^ 

House and Storey, Letters, I, 149 (?April 1836). In 
that the dating of some letters is significant to the argu-
ment of the present study, conjectural dates supplied to 
Dickens* undated letters by House and Storey are enclosed 
in parentheses in the footnotes. A question mark indicates 
a portion of the date which is in particular doubt. 

2 
The Morning Chronicle and the Evening Chronicle were 

companion papers under the same management and ownership. 
Both were referred to as the Chronicle by those associated 
with them. 
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or he might as e a s i l y have delivered them for publication as 

to offer a letter of this import to Easthope. 

At any rate, no further sketches did appear until 

September and October in the Morning Chronicle; these were 

"Meditations in Monmouth-street," "Scotland Yard," "Doctors1 

Commons," and "Vauxha11-gardens by D a y . " 3 After their pub-

lication the sketches were once again interrupted, this time 

permanently, by Dickens' resignation from the Chronicle. Un-

doubtedly, Easthope did insinuate after the resignation that 

Dickens had failed to provide the required number of sketches, 

because the young author replied heatedly in a letter to the 

publisher that he had intended to supply a sketch weekly as 

they had contracted: 

You will permit me to assure you, very respect-
fully that you are greatly mistaken in imagining that 
I had forgotten that I was to supply a Sketch weekly. 
I merely pursued the same course as I adopted when I 
wrote the Sketches before. We had the same agreement 
then, but I wrote sometimes two in one week, sometimes 
none, as suited my convenience, and that of the paper. 
The very circumstance of the revising Barristers* 
Courts being open at the time, assured me that the 
Chronicle would sustain no injury by my doing so. Its 
columns must have been pretty full, for on one occa-
sion, a Sketch was lying at the Office, I think three 
days, before it was inserted. I have only to add that 
I shall return the six guineas with the utmost pleasure, 

3 
Butt and Tillotson, Dickens at Work, p. 51. 
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and that I wish I could return at the same time every 
additional six pence beyond my regular salary as a 
reporter that I have received from the Establishment, 
although I have rendered in return for it, the money1s 
worth.^ 

It is reasonable to conclude from the history of Dickens* 

relationship with the Chronicle during the period of the 

publication of the first eight numbers of Pickwick Papers, 

in which six of the nine tales were published, that if there 

were sketches lying in readiness for publication, few found 

their way into the Chronicle despite Dickens1 agreement with 

Easthope. 

The other possibility offered by scholars recently has 

been that Dickens had prepared the Pickwick tales originally 

f°r Bell* s Life in London and Sporting Chronicle. A little 

over a month after the last of the 1835 "Sketches of London" 

had appeared in August through the Evening Chronicle. Vincent 

Dowling, the editor of Bell* s Life in London, published the 

first of a series of twelve sketches entitled "Scenes and 

Characters" by Dickens under the pseudonym "Tibbs";5 they 

appeared weekly at first and later with irregular lapses of 

2c 
House and Storey, Letters. I, 196 (18 November I836). 

5 
Johnson, Tragedy and Triumph. I, 103. 
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a week or two without a sketch until the last one appeared on 

January Vjf I836. Having written six sketches for Dowling, 

Dickens wrote his fiancee on November 5 that he would see her 

the next day no matter what his responsibilities required, 

"for if I am very hard pressed for time, I will throw the 

Bell*s Life over, altogetherThe first lapse in the weekly 

publication of "Scenes and Characters" came three days later, 

and another piece did not appear until November EE. The 

letter and the lapse together make it clear that Dickens was 

writing about as much as he could at that time, was writing 

just short of the publication date for a given issue, and did 

not have additional sketches in hand to cover any failure to 

write a sketch in a particular week. 

Three letters to Catherine Hogarth, his fiancee, refer 

to his pressing need to produce a sketch for Dowling under a 

deadline, and the last, written December 11, eloquently states 

how little in the way of ready material he had in hands 

I would give the guinea I am to receive for the 
paper, and another with it, if I could manage decently 
to escape to-night. I sent down to Dowling this 
Morning however to say he might rely on receiving it, 
however late the hour, and thus I have no alternative 

6 
House and Storey, Letters. I, 88 (5 November 1835). 
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but to do it as I best can—and bad will be the best 
God knows, for I never felt less disposed to write in 
my life,7 

The letter reveals a further point of importance: in the con-

tinual crush of the requirement to write on a schedule, 

Dickens had moments when his creative spirit remained unwilling 

or unable to produce new material. One may well conceive the 

possibility that Dickens, writing under similar requirements 

a few months later, could produce a tale for Pickwick Papers 

which he and later critics might think unexceptional. Four 

sketches were published sporadically after this note, with 

the last one appearing January 17, 1836, in the month prior 

to Dickens1 beginning upon Pickwick Papers. 

The evidence presented above suggests that Dickens was 

not producing sketches in addition to those being published, 

and since the lapse of time from the publication of the last 

sketch for Bell* s Life in London and the proposal by Chapman 

and Hall concerning Pickwick Papers on February 10 was inor-

dinately longer than the usual pattern of writing for Bell* s 

Life in London, it seems probable that Dickens had ceased to 

produce work for Dowling after the sketch for the January 17th 

edition. 

7lbid.. pp. 104-105 (?11 December 1835). 
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Evidently, Dickens had formed an agreement during this 

January to produce a tale for the Library of Fiction, for he 

wrote Catherine on February 10 of the urgent need to remain 

at home to complete a tale for Chapman and Hall, publishers 

of the periodical.8 It was partly through the circumstance 

that Dickens was writing "The TuggsTs at Ramsgate" for the 

Library of Fiction and that Sketches by Boz, First Series, had 

just been published two days previously that Chapman and Hall 

thought to broach the Pickwick offer on the same evening.9 

This tale was published in the Library of Fiction on March 31, 

the same day that the first number of Pickwick Papers appeared. 

Only one further sketch by Dickens, "A Little Talk about Spring 

and the Sweeps,"^0 appeared two months later in this periodical, 

In addition to the writing that Dickens did as a reporter 

for the Morning Chronicle and the writing of Pickwick Papers. 

his play The Strange Gentleman, and his operetta The Village 

Coquettes, only four more new articles appeared during the 

first year he was working on Pickwick Papers. The first of 

the remaining four to appear is Sunday Under Three Heads.H 

®Ibid., p. 128 (10 February I836). 

^Johnson, Tragedy and Triumph. I, 116. 

^Entitled "The First of May" in Sketches by Boz. 

^^Sunday Under Three Heads. As it is; as Sabbath Bills 

would make it; as it might be made. 
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a pamphlet published in June attacking the hypocrisy of the 

legislators in preserving the amusements of the wealthy on 

Sunday and prohibiting those of the poorer people. The second 

of the four is a melodramatic sketch, "The Hospital Patient," 

published in the Carlton Chronicle in early August. Dickens 

wrote Macrone that the editor of this nev periodical had asked 

him to write sketches fortnightly and that the material would 

later be collected into the second series of Sketches by Boz 

One further piece appeared in the publication, but rather than 

being new work, the sketch, "Hackney Cabs and their Drivers," 

is the rewriting of "Some Account of an Omnibus Cad," published 

the preceding N o v e m b e r . ^ as an explanation for the absence 

of any further pieces, Edgar Johnson speculates that the 

Carlton Chronicle found it cheaper to pirate Dickens' work 

from the Morning Chronicle.^ as Bell1s Life in London did also, 

It appears probable that the magnitude of other commit-

ments interfered with the writing of further sketches, and the 

inclusion of a sketch published the previous year would tend 

to support this interpretation. It should not pass unnoted, 

12 
House and Storey, Letters. I, 160 (3 August I836). 

13Ibid., p. 160. 

Johnson, Tragedy and Triumph. I, 152. 
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in regard to the question of whether Dickens might have con-

sidered using material written previously for Pickwick Papers. 

that in the case of the reworked "Hackney Cabs and their 

Drivers" Dickens did use older material to fill a present 

publishing requirement. The last two new tales published in 

I836 appeared in Sketches by Boz. Second Series, just prior to 

Christmas. The two, "Our Next-door Neighbour" and "The 

Drunkard1s Death," capture the same quality of melodrama that 

characterizes "The Hospital Patient," published in August, a 

stylistic similarity which suggests that they are related in 

the effects Dickens was attempting to achieve and possibly, as 

Butt and Tillotson suggest, were intended originally for the 

Carlton Chronicle. At any rate, Dickens did intend the three 

to appear in the new series of Sketches by Boz. It had been 

Dickens* plan to provide enough material to make two volumes 

for this new series, and it is pertinent to the question of 

whether unpublished sketches and tales were lying at hand for 

use if necessary in Pickwick Papers to find that Dickens could 

not bring together enough new material to fill even one volume 

for the second series. Besides ten pieces newly written 

during I836, he gathered together ten pieces written during 
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the years 1833 through 1835* which he had rejected for the 

first series, to fill the single volume.^5 

There was no considerable store of unused material in 

readiness, at least at this point, and based upon the pre-

ceding analysis of the publication of each new sketch or tale 

during 1836, it appears that Dickens was publishing his work 

about as quickly as he wrote it and would have better ful-

filled current publication agreements if additional articles 

had existed. This is not to say that he did not include 

sketches and tales in Pickwick Papers which might have found 

their way into other publications for which he was writing at 

the time. The introduced tales of Pickwick Papers bear a 

strong relationship in character to the tales and sketches 

being published elsewhere during I836, and it is not unrea-

sonable to assume that Dickens chose to continue in his serial 

adventure what fictional forms he had been publishing earlier 

and concurrently with some success. The evidence presented 

indicates only that, contrary to some scholarly opinion, 

Dickens was not likely to have been drawing his tales for 

Pickwick Papers from an accumulation written in advance of 

that work. 

^Butt and Tillotson, Dickens at Work, p. 51. 
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If Dickens did not inject entire pieces written earlier 

into his new serial work, he did draw recognizable material 

in the introduced tales and the main narrative from his earlier 

writing. Published in January and February of 1835, "A Passage 

in the Life of Mr. Watkins Tottie" contains a pathetic sketch 

of a young man arrested for debt;1^ the plot and characteri-

zation of the sketch closely parallel aspects of the sixth 

introduced tale, "The Old Man*s Tale about the Queer Client." 

The tale about the faint-hearted Mr. Watkins Tottle includes 

the brief sketch of a young man and woman who married, to the 

angry consternation of their fathers. His parent cut the 

young man off financially; hers refused ever to see them again 

and vindictively employed a man to buy up all the young hus-

band^ debts with the object of having him suddenly thrown 

into prison. Dickens treats the couple as courageous despite 

the hardship of the young husband*s imprisonment but emphasizes 

the young woman*s suffering under the circumstances. In the 

Charles Dickens, "A Passage in the Life of Mr. Watkins 
Tottle," Sketches bx Boz. Vol. XXVII of The Works of Charles 
Dickens, 3^ vols. (London, 1899), pp. 136-139. Subsequent 
references to and quotations from Sketches by Boz are from 
this edition. The relationship was first noted by Robert 
Browning, "Sketches by Boz," Dickens and the Twentieth Century. 
P. 33. 
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midst of their description by the jailer, Dickens abruptly 

interrupts the sketch of the couple, never to return. 

The introduced tale, published in the eighth number, 

which came out in November 1836, contains all of the described 

elements of the earlier sketch, but Dickens enlarges the 

sketch considerably. The differences between the sketch and 

the later tale offer to those interested the opportunity to 

observe the process of creation. In the later tale the young 

man had been thrown into prison at the instigation of his 

wife's father. The delicate wife waited outside the prison 

each morning with a small son; the two, as Dickens treats them 

sentimentally, tried to keep up their spirits, but first the 

small boy and then the mother died as the result of spiritual 

suffering resulting from the father1s imprisonment. In con-

trast to the passiveness of the young husband in the earlier 

sketch, the larger part of the tale describes the young man*s 

consequent fury and unquenchable resolution to revenge their 

deaths upon his father-in-law. Coming into great wealth 

through the death of a parent who had deserted the young man, 

he set about systematically buying up all the considerable 

debts of the father-in-law and had them presented in one 

unexpected demand. The father-in-law, financially destroyed, 
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died immediately following a confrontation with the obsessed 

young man, who, having fulfilled his vengeance, disappeared. 

The substantial relationship of the earlier and later 

sketches suggests that caution should be used by those scholars 

who seek to conclude that the tales have a primary relationship 

to the main narrative since the core of this tale pre-existed 

the writing of Pickwick Papers by a year. A number of recent 

writers have been quick to point out that one element or 

another of the tales was purposefully designed to comment upon 

the development of Mr. Pickwick, but in the present case the 

tale appears to have a well-formed bond to an earlier sketch, 

rather than to the surrounding main narrative. 

Gabriel Grub, the central figure of the seventh introduced 

tale, is the somber re-incarnation of Mr. Nicodemus Dumps, whom 

Dickens had created for an earlier tale, "The Bloomsbury 

Christening," published in the Monthly Magazine in April 1834. 

Mr. Nicodemus Dumps, or, as his acquaintance 
called him, "long Dumps," was a bachelor, six feet 
high, and fifty years old: cross, cadaverous, odd, 
and ill-natured. He was never happy but when he 
was miserable; and always miserable when he had the 
best reason to be happy. The only real comfort of 
his existence was to make everybody about him wretched— 
then he might be truly said to enjoy life. He was 
afflicted with a situation in the Bank worth five 
hundred a-year, and he rented a "first-floor furnished," 
at Pentonville, which he originally took because it ' 
commanded a dismal prospect of an adjacent churchyard. 
He was familiar with the face of every tombstone, and 
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the burial service seemed to excite his strongest 
sympathy. . . . He adored King Herod for his massacre 
of the innocents; and if he hated one thing more than 
another, it was a child.1"? 

The story centers upon the gloom and perversity of Dumps 

occasioned by the birth and christening of a child born to the 

man1 s nephew. Upon notification that the birth of a baby was 

expected and Dumps would be wanted as the godfather, Nicodemus 

responded that they would not need him if the baby should die 

before christening. After he nearly dropped the child into 

the font at the christening, that night at a happy gathering 

of family and friends honoring the baby, Dumps offered a toast 

in the baby1s honor with the emphasis-upon the possibility that 

the child might die before his maturity or, if he reached 

maturity, would run the risk of becoming a scoundrel. After 

the celebration withered, Dumps went home recovered from his 

despondency. 

Of the earlier tale and its descendant, the former cap-

tures a mood of wry entertainment that the latter loses 

through its heavy didacticism. "The Bloomsbury Christening," 

through the juxtaposition of Nicodemus Dumps with a normal 

human situation, creates the mild kind of shock in the reader 

^Dickens, "The Bloomsbury Christening," Sketches by Boz. 
XXVII, 156. 
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that produces laughter. Gabriel Grub, in his coldness and 

self-imposed isolation, expressed his nature on Christmas Eve 

by rapping a small boy on the head several times with a lantern 

for singing too cheerily. Grub then proceeded to the graveyard 

to soothe himself by digging a grave. But the tale degenerates 

into a series of moral lessons imposed by supernatural goblins, 

who convinced the contrite Grub that he must bear a better 

attitude toward his fellowman. The introduced tale clearly 

draws upon its progenitor but lacks the inspiration to make 

the tale successful or even interesting. It is notable that 

in the consecutive sixth and seventh numbers of Pickwick 

Papers Dickens turned back to earlier sources for the core of 

his introduced tales. 

In one last instance, the final introduced tale, Dickens 

enlarges upon material written earlier, in this case, "Early 

Coaches," published in the Evening Chronicle during February 

1835^ the same month that the final chapter of "A Passage in 

the Life of Mr. Catkins Tottle" appeared in the Monthly 

Magazine. After some self-consciously clever remarks by 

Dickens to the reader on the difficulties of travel by horse-

drawn coach, the 1835 sketch presents what must have been a 

remembered dream of Dickens about traveling in a c o a c h . I n 

18 
Dickens, "Early Coaches," Sketches by Boz. XXVI, 1^6. 

( 
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the lack of continuity and the pell-mell scattering of imme-

diate experience and the long forgotten, Dickens captures in 

his sketch a quality of dreaming recognizable to many people. 

This dream passage from "Early Coaches" was later enlarged to 

form a section of "The Story of the Bagman's Uncle," which 

probably accounts for the present writer's impression that 

parts of the later tale have a doubtful relationship of tone 

and style to one another. The pertinent portion of the intro-

duced tale describes the uncle as dozing at the edge of a 

yard full of relics of old coaches when he suddenly discovered 

the coaches in the best of condition with horses in the traces 

and a mail guard urging him to join the passengers aboard. 

The passage captures the same dream-like quality as the earlier 

one and in the relationship of the two sketches offers a third 

example of Dickens' development of material presented in a 

different form earlier. 

As indicated briefly in chapter two, it has been well 

documented that Dickens did use previously written material 

3-n Pickwick Papers. a circumstance substantiated early in 

this century by P. G. Kitton in The Poems and Verses of 

Charles Dickens. Henry Burnett, Dickens' brother-in-law, 

had told Kitton that "The Ivy Green," a poem appearing in the 

second number immediately prior to the second introduced tale, 
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had originally been set to music by Burnett and sung numbers 

of times before literary men and artists. "*The Ivy Green* 

was not written for Pickwick. Mr. Burnett assured me; but on 

its being so much admired the author said it should go into a 

monthly number, and it did."^ The origin of the poem is 

further corroborated by a letter of Georgina Ross20 written to 

her niece. She states that Dickens had written the poem down 

in her album before he ever used it in Pickwick Papers.^1 

The evidence brought out in this chapter indicates that 

Dickens did use material written earlier, but not in the sense 

of taking entire tales from a stockpile having its origin in 

writing for the Morning Chronicle and Bell* s Life in London. 

The letters show that Dickens was publishing his work about 

as quickly as he wrote it during this period and would have 

published more if he had been able to write more, as intended 

in his agreements with several publishers. The use of material 

from sketches published earlier to develop three of his intro-

duced tales indicates that in some cases the sources of the 

^Charles Dickens, The Poems and Verses of Charles Dickens. 
edited by F. G. Kitton (New York, 1903), pp. 59-60. 

20 
A relative of the Barrows who were distantly related to 

Dickens. 
21 

Sister Mary Callista Carr, Catalogue of the Dickens 
Collection at the University of Texas. Bibliographical Series 
No. 1 (Austin, Texas, 1961), p. 1. 
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core of the tales pre-date the first number of Pickwick Papers 

by between one and two years, in the earliest period of his 

published work. This evidence suggests that three of the tales 

may have a deeper relationship to the independently published 

sketches and tales than they do to the surrounding main nar-

rative. Such a finding raises the question as to what Dickens 

saw as the relationship of the tales generally to the main 

narrative. The origin of the tales influences the artistic 

question as to whether the introduced tales were intended as 

an emphasis of meanings lying within the adventures of Mr. 

Pickwick or were primarily a means of contrast as some have 

suggested. 



CHAPTER IV 

A CORRELATION OP DICKENS' PATTERN OF WORK ON PICKWICK 

PAPERS WITH CLUES REGARDING THE ORIGIN OP THE 

TALES FROM THE LETTERS AND THE TEXT 

Several scholars argue that the individual tales were 

written along with the main narrative of their numbers, but 

none of them has attempted to identify closely Dickens' work 

pattern during this period by means of his letters, in order 

to correlate the work pattern with clues regarding the origin 

of the tales from the letters and the text of Pickwick Papers. 

The letters provide the means of fairly closely identifying 

the particular weeks that Dickens was working on a number, 

and through this work pattern, previous scholarly speculations 

concerning the tales obtain a firmer basis for support or 

grounds for rejection. 

There are a number of problems to be taken into consid-

eration in approaching a solution through Dickens' letters and 

through the text. As Madeline House and Graham Storey point 

out in the preface to their publication of the letters, Dickens 

51 
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dated proportionally few of his early letters, with the result 

that editors of the letters must make a judicious attempt to 

approximate their date of composition from a variety of 

clues.-'- The present study generally accedes to the opinion 

of House and Storey as to the probable origin of the letters. 

Using the method of John Butt and Kathleen Tillotson in 

Dickens at Work, analysts are able to examine the available 

manuscript and make a textual survey of the numbers for clues 

to the composition of the tales and their relationship to the 

remainder of the work. Only forty-four autograph manuscript 

pages of Pickwick Papers are known to exist; the Rosenbach 

Foundation Museum in Philadelphia holds twenty-four, and. The 

Dickens House Library, as a result of a recent gift by the 

Comtesse de Suzannet, now holds thirteen. The British Museum 

owns another six, and the Berg Collection in the New York 

Public Library has a single page. Fortunately, among this 

small number is the conclusion of "The True Legend of Prince 

Bladud," which offers the single opportunity to form an 

opinion as to the date of composition of the tales from the 

manuscript itself.2 An examination of the text presents a 

^House and Storey, Letters. I, xxiii-xxvi. 

^Patten, "Interpolated Tales in Pickwick Papers," pp: 86-
89. 
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problem for the analyst in that the original copies of the 

serial numbers are r a r e ; 3 however, a greater availability of 

the first complete edition, published in November, 1837, pro-

vides the opportunity for examining an edition taken directly 

from the original numbers. A chronological discussion of the 

letters will be used here because this approach affords the 

reader a better sense of Dickens* work pattern than any other 

method. 

Dickens probably received Chapman and Hall*s first pro-

posal on February 10 for a monthly fictional piece to be pub-

lished with four drawings and a formal proposal two days 

later.1'' He accepted a compromise agreement that he thought 

more suitable on February 16 and appears to have begun writing 

the first number on February 18 in anticipation of its publi-

cation on the last day of March. In writing his qualified 

acceptance to Chapman and Hall, Dickens proposed that he should 

provide the first number to the publishers during the first 

week in March and the second two weeks later. Thus he 

3John C. Eckel, The First Editions of the Writings of 
Charles Dickens (New York, 1932), pp. 17-18, 57-58. Cf. Thomas 
Hatton and Arthur H. Cleaver, A Bibliography of the Periodical 
Works of Charles Dickens (London, 1933), PP. ̂ -7. 

^House and Storey, Letters. I, 128 (10 February 1836). 
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anticipated from the beginning that the first number of twenty-

four pages would be ready four weeks in advance of publication 

and the second some forty days prior to its publication, his 

general intention being to have all the numbers ready five 

weeks ahead of publication.5 One may surmise that, even in 

this acceptance, Dickens, now secured with a more substantial 

income, planned completion of the two numbers in March in 

anticipation of his marriage to Catherine Hogarth on April 2. 

In this sense, his wedding day influenced the writing of the 

two numbers and, perhaps, as letters he wrote during March 

suggest, the pressure of this wedding deadline and an initial 

irresolution in the writing of the numbers may have encouraged 

the early inclusion of a sketch as an introduced tale, similar 

to those which had been the source of his initial popularity in 

Sketches by Boz. 

In that Chapman and Hall had proposed a series of hunting 

episodes to support comic drawings by Robert Seymour, one may 

be certain that Mr. Pickwick and his associates were a compro-

mise of this original proposal and that Dickens had no material 

prepared for the main narrative when he was approached. Unlike 

5 
lb id., pp. 131-132. 
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his usual procedure, in several of the later serial novels, of 

writing several months ahead of the first month1s publication, ̂  

Dickens began Pickwick Papers without a clear idea of what he 

would do and without previous experience in a periodically 

published fictional work. 

Dickens wrote Chapman and Hall on the evening of February 

18 that he had begun work and would have the first chapter, 

some three and two-thirds pages, ready the next day.7 This 

is the rather stiff chapter on the gathering of the Pickwick 

Club and the debate that took place; it is written in a style 

strongly reflective of the writer*s experience as a parlia-

mentary reporter for the Mirror of Parliament. Of interest 

in the first pages, a resolution states that the traveling 

Pickwickians shall report "authenticated accounts of their 

journeys and investigations, of their observations of character 

and manners, and of the whole of their adventures, together 

with all tales and papers to which local scenery or associations 

may give rise. . . . T h i s reference to tales provides 

Butt and Tillotson, Dickens at Work, p. 14. 

^House and Storey, Letters, I, 132 (18 February 1836). 

8 
Charles Dickens, The Posthumous Papers of the Pickwick 

Club, Vol. I of The Works of Charles Dickens. 34 vols. 
(London, 1899), p. 2. Subsequent references to and quotations 
from Pickwick Papers are from this edition. 
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substantial evidence that Dickens intended to include tales 

even as he commenced writing the first pages in mid-February. 

Three evenings later, on the twenty-first,he wrote to 

Catherine Hogarth to apologize for not visiting her that 

evening; although he had written some good pages that day, he 

had not written as many pages of the second chapter as he had 

hoped: 

I have at this moment, got Pickwick, and his friends, 
on the Rochester Coach, and they are going on swim-
mingly, in company with a very different character from 
any I have yet described, who I flatter myself will 
make a. decided hit. I want to get them from the Ball, 
to their Inn, before I go to bed—and I think that will 
take me until one or two o1Clock, at the earliest.9 

He had written one-fifth of the chapter and hoped to write one 

half more that evening. In a postscript to a brief note of 

February 27 to John Macrone, publisher of Sketches by Boz. he 

wrote that he would be home writing' every morning of the fol-

lowing week. 

The second chapter, which he had spoken of earlier to 

Catherine, was still incomplete eleven days after his apology 

for remaining away, and his note of March 4 to her reveals 

that the writing had not gone as easily as he first hoped. 

^House and Storey, Letters. I, 133 (21 February 1836). 

10Ibid.. p. 135 (27 February 1836). 
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I snatch a moment to say that Fred shall be out, 
for you and Mary tomorrow, about 4. Pickwick is not 
yet completed. The sheets are a weary length--I had 
no idea there was so much in them. It will certainly 
be finished by Sunday morning, but I hope to do it 
to-night, if I get a short turn.-^ 

If he completed the number as this note anticipated, it took 

him approximately three weeks to produce twenty-six pages in 

the midst of his other responsibilities. 

A note to Catherine a week later, March 11, explains that 

he was working on Pickwick Papers. presumably on the second 

number if one may infer from the preceding letter and from a 

lack of any expression of anxiety over the work in this letter 

of the eleventh.Eight days later,, on March 19, he wrote 

Catherine that "I have been sorely tempted to make holiday, 

and come out to you this morning, but a recollection of the 

advanced state of the month compels me with a very bad grace 

to stay at home until the Evening. . . . nl3 The next evening, 

approximately the date he had originally intended to complete 

the second number, he wrote her that 

1 am tired and worn out to-day, mind and body; and have 
that to do, which will certainly occupy me * till 1 or 
2 o*Clock. I did not get to bed till 3 of Clock this 

11Ibid.. p. 137 (?4 March 1836). 

12lbid., p. 139 (?11 March IS36). 

13Ibid., p. 140 (?19 March I836). 
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morning; and consequently could not begin to write, 
until nearly one. 

If you are unjust enough to be cross, I will not 
deprecate your anger, or ill humour. I have at least 
equal reason to be so; forced as I am to deny myself 
the least recreation, and to sit chained to my ta.ble, 
when a regard for my own health, or my own wishes, 
would move me away.1^ 

The letters as a group reflect an increasing pressure to 

meet the intended deadlines and a sense of the difficulty and 

burden of producing these fifty pages in the two numbers. 

House and Storey are of the opinion that Dickens completed 

the second number in the last week of March since he was paid 

for them on March 29.^5 

Robert Seymour committed suicide one evening after re-

working the drawing for "The Strollers Tale" in the second 

number. As a result of Seymour's demise, Dickens attained 

practical control of the project and convinced the publishers 

to increase the narrative from twenty-four to thirty-two 

pages per number, along with an increase in his payment for 

the work. The numbers usually consisted of three, but occa-

sionally two, chapters and included two drawings by Phiz, 

14 

Ibid., pp. 140-141 (?20 March 1836). 

15lbid., p. 132. 
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subsequent to the ill-fated attempt by R. W. Buss in the third 

number to replace Seymour as the illustrator. 

Dickens forwarded about one half of the third number to 

Chapman and Hall on April 27,-^ which indicates that he fin-

ished the number sometime in May,^ perhaps three, possibly 

two, weeks preceding the publication date. He had by then hit 

upon the plan of sending a portion of the manuscript ahead to 

the printer although the remainder was unwritten. Generally, 

the printer had to have the entire number by the final week of 

the month in order to issue it on the last day of the month, 

although the serial number nominally appeared on the first. 

It was desirable that the numbers consist of any multiple 

of eight pages because a half printer's sheet was used in the 

production of eight pages; thus the original decision was to 

produce twenty-four pages or one and one-half sheets and, after 

the second number, thirty-two pages, which were two full 

sheets. Following the initial error in writing twenty-six 

pages for the first number, Dickens scrupulously wrote to fill 

a printer's sheet and either deleted material exceeding these 

mechanical limitations or ended the number at an earlier point 

l6Ibid., pp. 147-148. 

•^Few letters remain extant for May, and none refer to 
the third number. 
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in the manuscript, with the remainder held over to the next 

number.1® Thus, among other considerations, a concern for a 

fairly exact length had its influence on the narrative and 

perhaps encouraged the inclusion of a tale of a prescribed 

length. 

Letters dated in September and October indicate that 

Dickens was concluding his work on the October and November 

numbers respectively some ten days prior to publication; gone 

was the five-week interval between completion of his writing 

and publication. His letters to Chapman and Hall on September 

20 and 21 speak of his forwarding the conclusion of the number; 

the second letter characterizes the conclusion as "a very good 

bit to finish with."^9 House and Storey are not entirely cer-

tain whether to date this second letter in August or September 

but prefer to place it in the latter month as referring to the 

conclusion of Chapter Twenty from the October number. Being 

unsure whether the letter might refer to an earlier tale, "The 

Parish Clerk," they argue the "very good bit" must be "The Old 

Man's Tale about the Queer Client" and hypothesize that Dickens 

must have discovered that the tale would not fit into the 

18 
Butt and Tillotson, Dickens at Work, pp. 21-23. 

^House and Storey, Letters. I, 1J6 (20 September 1836, 

?21 September I836). 
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October number only after he had seen the printer*s proof.20 

This explanation is not likely in that the tale runs to over 

thirteen pages, about one-third of a number; Dickens would not 

have misjudged his pages to that degree beyond the normal 

length. 

A letter to Chapman and Hall, written a month later,, 

requests the proofs so that "I should know exactly where to 

end, this month, for the story will be just on the turn about 

Jingle and Job Trotter. ,T^1 Dickens had to be referring here 

to the conclusion of chapter twenty-three, the last of the 

November number, wherein Jingle and Trotter delude Sam and Mr. 

Pickwick; the only alternative would be the final chapter of 

the December number, which does not bear upon Jingle and 

Trotter. Since this October letter refers to the approaching 

November number, one may infer that the September letter refers 

to the October number. 

An intensive search to identify exactly when Dickens was 

working on a particular number may seem pointless until one 

finds critics attempting to argue Dickens' writing of "story 

and long narrative together" by identifying the "very.good 

2QIbid.. p. 176. 

~^Ibid.. p. 184 (?19 October I836) 
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bit" in the September letter as referring to "The Old Man1 s 

Tale about the Queer Client." H. M, Levy, Jr., and William 

Ruff refer to the preceding phrase from the Dickens letter as 

evidence that the tale was written during the weeks of prepa-

ration for the number in which the tale appears;22 but a close 

analysis of the letters along with the text, in order to iden-

tify Dickens* work pattern, disproves this particular interpre-

tation and warns that one must correlate within a matter of 

two to three weeks particular numbers and their tales with 

letters of Dickens, rather than guess at the alternative possi-

bilities of a letter*s reference to one number or the next 

adjacent one. 

Despite Dickens* eloquent promise in a letter to Chapman 

and Hall dated November 1, to be prompt henceforth,23 he wrote 

P. W. Banks on the eighteenth that he was "grievously behind-

hand with Mr. Pickwick,"2^ and in the next month he wrote 

Charles Hicks on December 23, "I have just given three cheers 

over the end-of the number which I now forward."25 jn the 

op 
Levy and Ruff, "A Further Note," p. 123. 

23 
House and Storey, Letters. I, 188-189. 

24 
Ibid., p. 195 (?18 November 1836). 

35 
Ibid., p. 215 (?23 December I836). Noted by Levy and 

Ruff, "A Further Note," p. 123. 
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latter instance be finished eight days in advance of publication. 

By now the pattern of work on Pickwick Papers had developed into 

concentrated work on the number during the three weeks prior to 

the last week in the month. In the letter to Charles Hicks, 

he spoke of "a short address to face the plates,,,26 which 

announced the conclusion of half his task, the tenth of twenty 

numbers. This would be the January issue, which concluded 

with "The Story of The Goblins Who Stole a Sexton." The 

original number contains two chapters, but in the edition 

brought out in 1847 the second chapter was severed at the com-

mencement of the tale, which then formed a separate third. 

chapter. The original chapter had been numbered twenty-eight 

at the beginning and again at the commencement of the tale. 

Because of the similarity to an error in the second number, 

the double numbering appears to be a printer*s error. 

As the letter to Hicks states "I have just given three 

cheers over the end of the number which I now forward," it 

appears reasonable that he was referring to having just com-

pleted the tale, probable evidence supporting the writing of 

the tales along with the main narrative for each number. 

Certainly Dickens does appear to have written a full thirty-two 

26 . r •. 
House and Storey, Letters. I, 215 (?23 December 1836). 
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pages in that he finished the number on a late date in the 

month, but in this instance it may be, alternatively, that 

Dickens was busy with other literary efforts and with social 

activities common to the Christmas season. A further indi-

cation that the tale was designed especially for the Christmas 

number, which came out the day before New Year*s, is the .nar-

rative timing of the tale "a little before twilight, one 

Christmas Eve."^? Its theme provides a lesson in goodwill 

towards others, an apt topic for the Christmas season. 

Dickens had made an agreement in November with Richard 

Bentley to edit Bentley* s Miscellany and contribute copy to 

it monthly; so beginning in late November, he had this addi-

tional writing to do, and, according to Edgar Johnson, he 

henceforth edited the Miscellany and wrote Pickwick Papers and 

Oliver Twist during his mornings.A note to J. P. Harley on 

January 21, 1837, clarifies Dickens' increased responsibilities 

and the lateness of his work on the Pickwick number: "Between 

the anxieties of my private affairs, and the distractions of 

my public engagements, I have not yet got over Pickwick and 

27 
Dickens, Pickwick Papers. I, 472. 

28 
Johnson, Tragedy and Triumph. I, 192. 
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consequently can admit no * other lodger* into my brain at this 

moment. "29 

For those who speculate that Dickens included previously 

written tales with the main narrative, an examination of photo-

copies of the manuscript, as pictured in Patten1s article on 

the Bladud manuscript, reveals numerous additions and deletions 

to the lines of the tale, characteristic of someone creating 

new material, not of someone adapting a pre-written tale to a 

structural place in a longer narrative. The conclusion of the 

tale itself comes at approximately the middle of the manuscript 

page with a short line drawn below it, and the Pickwick narra-

tive resumes immediately below. The manuscript pages photo-

copied in Patten*s article were numbered successively by 

Dickens fifty-five through fifty-eight.3° if the work pattern 

continued as earlier evidence presented in this chapter indi-

cates, this tale was written in mid-March for publication at 

the end of the month. 

John Porster identifies a letter written to Forster on 

June 20 as referring to work being done for the July number 

2 9 
House and Storey, Letters. I, 226 (?21 January 1837). 

30 
Patten, "Interpolated Tales in Pickwick Pa-pers." DID. 

86-89. 
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of Pickwick Papers.31 ^ letter written to J. P. Hullah in 

mid-August gives strong support to the view that the tales 

were written along with the main narrative for each number. 

I quite forgot yesterday when I arranged to see you 
to-night that I had made an engagement for tomorrow 
by which I shall lose the whole day; and that it was 
of very great importance that I should finish a Tale 
I am writing, to-night. I have tried hard this Morn-
ing but the Muse was unpropitious and I am reluctantly 
compelled to remain at home.32 

If the work pattern did remain unchanged, Dickens would have 

been working on the September number in which "The Story of 

the Bagman*s Uncle" appeared. The only recognizable alter-

native would be that Dickens was preparing "The Mudfog 

Association for the Advancement of Everything" to be placed 

later in the October number of Bentley* s Miscellany. 

Another letter written in mid-August indicates that he 

was working on the September number at that time since the 

note discussing work on a number was written at the bottom of 

a drawing for the September number.33 a letter to Porster 

on September'3 speaks of Dickens' intention to begin the 

3^John Porster, The Life of Charles Dickens (New York, 
1904), I, 82. House and Storey interDolate the date, Letters. 
I, 274. 

32House and Storey, Letters. I, 293-294 (August, 1837). 
Noted by Patten, "The Art of Pickwick*s Interpolated Tales," 
P. 350. 

33jjouse and Storey, Letters, I , 294 (?Mid-August 1837). 
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October number,3^ a n^ another to T. N. Talfourd on October 1 

states that Dickens was attempting to complete the longer 

double number for November during the next few d a y s . 3 5 

An analysis of Dickens' work pattern over the months in 

which he was writing Pickwick Papers yields a reasonably ac-

curate identification of the weeks when he was working upon 

a particular number. Through this clarification of the WDi»k 

pattern, it is possible to identify with greater assurance 

the origin of particular letters of Dickens during those weeks 

and to affirm or reject interpretations of the letters as 

they bear upon the question of the origin of the tales. This 

comparison, in its modest productivity, tends to support the 

view that each tale was written within the same month as the 

main narrative for a given number. 

Qli 

Ibid., p. 303 (3 September 1837) 

3^Ibid.. p. 315 ( ?1 October 1837) . 



CHAPTER V 

AN EXAMINATION OF REPETITIVE AND PROGRESSIVE 

CHARACTERISTICS OP THE TALES AS A GUIDE 

TO THE PROCESS OP COMPOSITION 

The nine introduced tales, when compared internally, 

appear to have organic relationships which suggest that they 

may have been written closely together in time and in the -

order in which they first appeared. Some of the tales are 

recognizably related in artistic devices, characterization, 

and theme; for example, similar descriptions of two central 

characters in contiguous tales give the impression that Dickens 

still had the previous tale in mind as he was writing the fol-

lowing one. The use of the same artistic devices appears to 

extend from the tales themselves into the narrative through 

their exclusive appearance in both parts of a particular 

number. In some cases related nuances of tone appear to be 

dominant in a number1s narrative and tale, understandable in 

that Dickens might bring to bear the same mood and viewpoint 

in both during a brief period of time. 

An analysis of the text brings out unmistakable incon-

gruities among the narrative, the passage introducing the tale, 

6A 
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and the tale itself; these elements appear to be weaknesses 

in artistic technique which in their discordance create the 

impression that the narrative and tales are unrelated. On the 

other hand, a gradual and perceptible improvement in coherence 

between the tales and the narrative implies concurrent writing 

of both parts of the numbers. 

The first tale and its introduction contain one of the 

larger incongruities of characterization noted in this analysis. 

The description of Dismal Jemmy in the brief introduction to 

the tale lacks correspondence with the actions and manners of 

this storyteller as a participant in the tale. In the intro-

duction Dickens gives Dismal Jemmy a physical description of 

a vividness that few characters of the main narrative receive* 

"It was a care-worn looking man, whose sallow face, and deeply 

sunken eyes, were rendered still more striking than nature had 

made them, by the straight black hair which hung in matted dis-

order half way down his face. His eyes were almost unnaturally 

bright and piercing. . . . "•*• This "uncouth-looking" person 

remarked that "poetry makes life what lights and music do the 

stage--strip the one of its false embellishments, and the 

other of its illusions, and what is there real in either to 

^Dickens, Pickwick Papers, I, 39' 
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live or care fov?uCj This pessimistic viewpoint succinctly 

underlines the pathetic sketch of the clown in the tale and 

at the same time reveals the distinctive pessimism of Jemmy 

himself. 

But one finds the same character in the tale to be a 

person gentlemanly in speech and manner, prudent, and humane 

in his concern for other people. Jem Hutley described the 

inevitable decline of the clown as due to the circumstances of 

his life and as the result of moral failure, the course of 

which brought him disease and death. Hutley's own words re-

vealed himself as circumspect and of a delicacy of viewpoint 

more commonly attributed to gentlemen than actors. Speaking 

of the dying clown, Hutley said: 
About this time, and when he had been existing 

for upwards of a year no one knew how, I had a short 
engagement at one of the theatres on the Surreyside of 
the water, and here I saw this man whom I had lost sight 
of for some time; for I had been travelling in the pro-
vinces, and he had been skulking in the lanes and alleys 
of London. I was dressed to leave the house, and was 
crossing the stage on my way out, when he tapped me on 
the shoulder. Never shall I forget the repulsive sight 
that met my eye when I turned round. . . . His bloated 
body and shrunken legs--their deformity enhanced a 
hundred fold by the fantastic dress--the glossy eyes, 
contrasting fearfully with the thick white paint with 
which the face was besmeared; the grotesquely ornamented 
head, trembling with paralysis. . . .3 

wIbld., p. 40. ^Ibid.. pp. 42-43. 
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Even the complexity and balance of his sentence structures 

suggest a person of some education and discretion. 

On receiving a message a few nights later that the clown, 

mortally ill, begged Hutley to come, the actor "promised to 

comply, as soon as could get away; and after the curtain 

fell, sallied forth on (hisQ melancholy e r r a n d . W h e n 

Hutley arrived, the clown whispered fearfully a request that 

the visitor drive the dying man*s wife away in that he feared 

she would murder him for all the violence he had previously 

done to her. "With pity Hutley perceived the real circumstance: 

the clown*s wife felt only worry and concern for the dying man. 

In an action that expresses human compassion, Hutley remained 

with them through the last two nights of the clown1s struggle 

against death. 

The tale and its introduction seem incongruous in terms 

of the characterization of the storyteller, but his pathetic 

view of life remains consistent in both the introduction and 

the tale. It is quite possible that this tale was written 

prior to Dickens* having received the Pickwick commission and 

that he introduced the tale into the number without a substan-

tial attempt to adapt the tale to the surrounding narrative. 

4 
Ibid.., p. 43. 
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Dickens1 attempt in the conclusion of the book to charac-

terize Dismal Jemmy as a deceptive criminal is unconvincing 

and appears to be an addition to account for the actor1s 

failure to provide another tale, as promised in chapter five 

following this tale in chapter three,5 one can observe the 

growth of Pickwick Papers in the variant characterizations of 

Dismal Jemmy early and late in the book. The change depends 

in part upon his association with Jingle, who does not even 

have a name in these early scenes where he plays a substantial 

part, but grows into a polar opposite with whom Pickwick does 

battle through one-half of the book. 

The placement of the tale and the method of its intro-

duction and dismissal abruptly interrupts the progression of 

the encounters with Dr. Slammer, who, at the conclusion of the 

tale, entered the room where the tale had been told. No sub-

stantial attempt follows the tale to afford a means of tran-

sition back to the narrative, and the storyteller, who had 

drawn the attention of the listeners prior to the tale, received 

not even an introduction to Dr. Slammer and his friends, 

although everyone else was introduced. It is as though the 

storyteller had vanished from the room and from the awareness 

of those with whom he had just spoken.^ 

5lbid.. p. 70. 6lbid., pp. 48-52. 
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The first, second, third, and sixth tales center upon 

characterizations that are integral to each of the other tales 

of this group, and the characterizations are inextricably 

bound to the development of one theme in these four tales. 

The theme may become somewhat clearer in jettisoning the term 

"injustice" used by William Axton and others? in exchange for 

a pattern that may better describe the first, second, and 

sixth tales and to an extent the third tale. In each, one or 

two of the characters have committed a series of implicit 

aggressions through which a closely related character suffers, 

either from active persecution or the absence of loving con-

cern. The aggressor, in recognition of his guilt, suffers 

isolation from human companionship and may suffer a retribution 

realized in economic loss or in the loss of health and life. 

Even in the midst of guilt or as the result of repentance, the 

isolated person may receive forgiveness from the person harmed; 

but a relief through repentance and forgiveness is not invar-

iable, and in the absence of repentance and forgiveness the 

guilty and isolated person finds his deepest reality in his 

own rage and cruelty. 

7 
Axton, "Unity and Coherence," p. 663. 
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In "The Stroller's Tale," Dickens attributes the decline 

of the clovn in his profession and health to the conditions of 

his life and to dissipation through drunkenness. The sketch 

opens in the last days of the clown* s life, in those moments 

that most poignantly epitomize his decline--his frightened 

brutality toward his wife. In his fevered realization of the 

actor*s arrival at his sick bed, the clown grasped Hutley 

tightly by the wrist and said, "Don*t leave me—don*t leave me, 

old fellow. She'll murder me; I know she will." As the woman 

wept, he whispered, "I beat her, Jemj I beat her yesterday, 

and many times before. I have starved her and the boy too. . . 

After the woman retired out of sight, the clown continued, "she 

does hurt me. There's something In her eyes wakes such a 

dreadful fear in my heart, that it drives me mad. . . . Jem, 

she must be an evil spirit--a devil'."® 

In the final hours the clown raved incoherently of insects 

that stared horribly and of reptiles glistening in the darkness. 

At the moment of the clown's death, the small child, frightened 

by the final struggle, rushed toward his father, and the man 

fell back dead. The primary elements of persecution, 'guilt 

and isolation, retribution, and a form of forgiveness through 

8 
Dickens, Pickwick Papers, I, ^5-
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the child lie within the sketch. Dickens had created a melo-

drama with a clear separation of the innocent and the guilty: 

the father harboring the acts of aggressive cruelty and the 

mother and child serving as the innocent and persecuted. In 

its superficiality the sketch offers a simplification of moral 

responsibility by visualizing all guilt in one source in much 

the manner an adolescent might separate guilt from his own 

innocence. The sketch implies a bias favoring the passivity 

of the female as contrasted with the aggressiveness of the 

male and particularly indicts the male figure in his role as 

a husband and father. 

The second tale, "The Convict's Return," describes the 

father as 

a morose, savage-hearted, bad man: idle and dissolute 
in his habits; cruel and ferocious in his disposition. 
Beyond the few lazy and reckless vagabonds with whom 
he sauntered away his time in the fields, or sotted in 
the ale-house, he had not a single friend or acquaint-
ance; no one cared to speak to the man whom many 
feared, and every one detested—and Edmunds was shunned 
by all.9 

The man had a wife whom he "systematically" persecuted; but 

being "gentle and enduring," she bore her suffering with 

"forbearance and meekness" for the sake of her child and the 

love she had given to her husband. Every Sunday she attended 

^Ibid., p. 88. 
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her church with the boy among the friendly greetings of neigh-

bors. 10 But when the boy reached the age of eighteen, 

shall I tell you, that he, with a reckless disregard 
of her breaking heart, and a sullen wilful forgetful-
ness of all she had done and borne for him, had linked 
himself with depraved and abandoned men, and was pur-
suing a headlong career, which must bring death to 
him, and shame to her?ll 

Having been arrested and tried for a capital crime, the 

young man sullenly maintained his composure until, in the 

moment the death sentence was read, he staggered upon hearing 

the anguished shriek of his mother. In the "spirit of resig-

nation and endurance," she visited him daily in prison until 

"unable to contend against bodily weakness and infirmity. She 

fell sick. She dragged her tottering limbs from the bed to 

visit her son once more, but her strength failed her, and she 

sunk powerless on the ground."^ On the point of death she 

sent her son forgiveness and a blessing; in contrition he 

begged forgiveness and repented. 

Published a month after "The Stroller^ Tale," "The Con-

victs Return," despite differences in plot, contains a var-

iation on the pattern of cruelty, retribution, forgiveness, and 

repentance. This repetition of the theme suggests that Dickens 

1QIbid ., pp. 89-90. i:LIbid .. p. 90. 

12Ibid.. pp. 91-92. 
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still had the essence of the earlier tale in mind as he was 

writing the second. The characterizations of the father and 

mother, though differing in external detail from those of the 

clown and his wife, are the earlier figures more fully developed, 

From the second tale*s father, who is dissolute, vicious, and 

isolated, develops a son of the same qualities; both are ' 

capable of cruelty and indifference to the mother. The name 

of the clown, John, becomes the name of the son in the second 

tale, an identification moving from the father figure to the 

son, but the apparent shift is no change in terms of the 

central figure of the story who is causing the woman to suffer. 

In addition to these similarities, Dickens repeats the use of 

a peripherally involved observer to relate the tale centering 

upon a dramatic figure. The series of similarities tends to 

support the possibility that the two tales were written con-

secutively rather than being chance selections drawn from a 

supply at hand. 

As the father survived in isolation, the son bore an 

isolation through a commuted sentence of fourteen years* 

imprisonment and, appropriately, returned home to an empty 

church and to townsmen who did not know him. He stood before 

his childhood home without finding a familiar face to greet 

him. "No face of welcome, no look of forgiveness, no house to 
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receive, no hand to help him. . . . What was his loneliness 

in the wild thick woods, where man was never seen, to this1. ,fl3 

Entering a meadow alone, the son discovered the father, aged 

by dissipation and disease; startled and terrified upon 

recognizing the son, the old man struck him furiously across 

the face with a stick. '"Father—devil*.1 murmured the convict, 

between his set teeth. He rushed wildly forward, and clenched 

the old man by the throat--but he was his father; and his arm 

fell powerless by his side." The father yelled horribly, and 

"Gore rushed from his mouth and nose . . . as he staggered and 

fell" dead.12* 

The tale centers upon the guilt of the father and son 

toward the mother, and the consequence of their crime is dire 

for both of them. Transcending the moral formulation, one 

may discover in this tale the struggle of a youth to establish 

a separate identity from his parents. In "The Stroller*s 

Tale" the son is an innocent child rushing to a guilty and 

dying father, but in the present tale the son has acquired 

the capacity to disobey the mother and incurs the consequent 

sense of guilt for his "depravity," in this case romanticized 

13lbid.. p. 96. 

lklb id., p. 97. 
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to the scale of a death sentence, fourteen years imprisonment, 

and isolation from society. 

In the tale it was in adolescence that the son deserted 

the mother, a normal experience of separation with its con-

sequent sense of guilt. At the age of eighteen the son was 

imitating the father, though ambivalently, because of attitudes 

instilled by the mother. The adolescent struggle of the son to 

overcome the father finds its symbolism in the father1s death--

notably coming, not through the action of the son, whose arm 

fell helpless at his side, but through the intervention of a 

medical crisis to which no guilt can be attached. Such an 

idealized perception of the suffering mother is unrealistic 

but imperative to the thematic development of these tales. 

The progression beyond the earlier tale lies in the son's 

participation in guilt, a kind of ambivalent identification 

with the father, balanced by an unconscious attempt to over-

come the father, a murderous desire. 

Though one must carefully avoid pushing the parallels 

too far, it is worthwhile to recall that these are a portion 

of the tales that Edgar Johnson describes as "deeply signi-

ficant of Dickens* submerged griefs and fears."15 The lonely 

15 
Johnson, Tragedy and Triumph, I, 163. 
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yearning of the convict son on returning to his home without 

welcome or recognition recalls Dickens* chance admission to 

John Forster of his own buried feeling of desertion by his 

father and mother during the time they sent him away at the 

age of twelve to work in the blacking warehouse. Admitting to 

Forster what he had not even spoken of to his wife, he deso-

lately recalled living alone with the simplest food to sustain 

him and walking the streets with "no advice, no counsel, no 

encouragement, no consolation, no support, from any one. . . ."16 

Dickens did use his father*s first name, John, for the central 

figures of these first two tales, and the familial relati&n-

ships of the two tales--a father, mother, and son--parallel 

the psychologically central family relationships of Dickens* 

early adolescence. When reading Dickens' fiction, one may tend 

to visualize the writer as somewhat' further into his mature 

years, but it is necessary to realize that the tales being 

examined were written shortly after his twenty-fourth birth-

day, which makes understandable the nature of their subject. 

The central dramatic figure of the third tale, "A Mad-

man's Manuscript," performs the function of a first person 

narrator. In a tale marked by a deepening madness unrecognized 

16 
Forster, Life of Dickens. I, 28. 
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by others,, the madman told of his marriage to an innocent girl 

whose family sought the benefit of the madman1s social position 

and wealth. Struggling over the history in his madman1s cell, 

he wrote of how his blood would chill as he saw her dead form 

always motionless in the corner of the cell. He recalled her 

wretched unhappiness in the marriage and his resolution to 

murder her to prevent the birth of a child fated like himself 

to madness. He had started to slash her throat, but her eyes 

upon him prevented the act until she turned away. Shrieking, 

she fell into a swoon from which she awoke hopelessly insane 

and died the next day. One evening in an interview with the 

proud brother of the girl, the madman could not contain his 

murderous desires and had almost strangled the man when a 

crowd burst through the door. The tale ends with his delusion 

of escape from those who would destroy him by his rushing out 

of the city, borne on the wind by demons. In a postscript to 

the madman's manuscript, a note written by another states that 

debauchery and a melancholy fear of insanity had brought the 

poor man to his sad state. 

In the three tales Dickens maintains a special form of 

moral innocence for his central figures; the conditions of 

the clown's life allow a compassion for him even in his drunken 

cruelty; the convict's hand falls helpless at the moment he 
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would have murdered his father; and the madman remains morally 

innocent through his inability to reason as others do. Like 

the convict, the madman reaches the point of taking a life, 

both that of his wife and her brother, but a fate manipulated 

by the author prevents the acts. 

In regard to the question of when the tales were written, 

it should be noted that the primary relationships of the first 

two tales are those of a father, mother, and son, but in the 

third the primary relationship is that of a husband and wife. 

The focus shifts to the husband-wife relationship, probably as 

the result of Dickens' marriage after writing the second num-

ber. In the third tale he is still dealing with the same 

problem--a struggle both to discover and hide from onefs re-

sponsibility for the pain caused others--but it is fascinating 

to watch the metamorphosis artistically from parents to wife, 

a change like the transformation of imagery in dreams. As in 

the first two tales, the male causes the female to suffer, in 

this case, through an involuntary malignancy of the mind. 

Though the female is innocent, an unidentified force governing 

the tale succeeds in destroying her, as in the previous tale, 

without a direct murder by the male. 

The tale conceives of the aggressive and painful act of 

the male toward the female as murderous and insane; the 
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madman's struggle with the brother expresses the eruption of 

an unimpeded violence of spirit, unrestrained by any human 

code of conduct. The tale contains a feeling of disturbance 

and a sense of isolation, an emotional incapacity that makes 

human companionship impossible. The postscript written "in 

another hand" assures the reader that he should interpret the 

tale in its moral a s p e c t , a form of disavowal of any other 

implications. It remains only, as regards this tale, to 

emphasize its organic relationship to the earlier ones, pri-

marily through the continuing struggle to deal with the problem 

of aggression and responsibility for suffering in others. 

Because the sixth tale, "The Old Man's Tale about the 

Queer Client," continues the development of the first three, 

for the present the fourth and fifth tales will be passed 

over. The plot of the sixth tale, although summarized earlier 

in chapter three, is reintroduced below to emphasize the the-

matic and characterological issues being discussed in this 

chapter. 

The tale commences with a woman and her son waiting 

patiently outside the gate of a debtor's prison to visit her 

imprisoned husband, Heyling. She attempted to interest the 

17 
Dickens, Pickwick Papers. I, 177. 
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child in the surrounding scene but soon gave way to tears over 

the hopelessness of her husband11 s imprisonment; the boy 

sat on his mother*s knee, and with childish sympathy 
watched the tears that stole down her face, and then 
crept quietly away into some dark corner, and sobbed 
himself to sleep. . . . The slight and delicate|woman 
was sinking beneath the combined effects of bodily 
and mental illness. The child*s young heart was 
breaking. 

A maudlin outburst of pity for the child who shortly died and 

a melodramatic portrayal of the wife's death led to the pris-

oner* s desolate swearing: 

the wretched man knelt down by the dead body of his 
wife, and called on God to witness a terrible oath, 
that from that hour, he devoted himself to revenge her 
death and that of his child; that thenceforth to the 
last moment of his life, his whole energies should be 
directed to this one object; that his revenge should 
be protracted and terrible; that his hatred should be 
undying and inextinguishable; and should hunt its ob-
ject through the world.^9 

In the depth of a perilous fever, the prisoner believed 

himself to be clasping the guilty person in the midst of an 

ocean and pulling him fifty fathoms down until the man was 

dead; he held the same figure back from water in a burning 

desert until it fell a corpse. When the fever ended, Heyling 

awoke to find that his own father, who had disinherited him 

when he married, had failed to expunge Heyling's name from 

18lbid., p. 3^1. 19Ibid., p. 343. 
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the will and had died. Now wealthy, the vengeful Heyling pur-

sued his machinations to destroy the man who threw him in 

prison, now identified for the first time as the father of his 

wife. Removing to the seacoast to recover, he chanced to have 

the opportunity to save his wife's brother from drowning before 

the father1s eyes but refused in vengeance for the loss of his 

own son. Eventually, he succeeded in collecting all of the 

outstanding debts of the old man, had them presented, and 

ruined him. Following the final confrontation of the two, the 

old man fell dead, and the revenged Heyling disappeared, never 

to be seen again. 

The tale repeats a portion of the pattern for the first 

three tales in that the wife1s father has persecuted the young 

couple with the result that the wife and child die and the 

husband becomes obsessed with vengeance. Rather than calling 

attention to isolation and guilt in the aggressor, the tale 

emphasizes uncontrollable fury and an obsession with vengeance 

in the younger male, Heyling. In this tale neither repentance 

nor forgiveness appears, not unexpectedly in that they can 

only come through the innocence of the female or the child, 

who have been destroyed, and not through the adult male figures, 

Thus the tale ends destructively with a sense of rage and 

harshness. 
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Passages in the description of Heyling*s fever have a 

power that compares with the hallucinatory vision of the 

insects in the clown*s death and the madman*s escape borne up 

on the wind by d e m o n s . 2 0 Heyling "was sailing over a bound-

less expanse of sea, with a blood-red sky above, and the 

angry waters, lashed into fury beneath, boiling and eddying 

up, on every side. . . . He was traversing the scorching sands 

of a mighty desert, barefoot and alone."2! 

The tale contains definite autobiographical elements in 

that Dickens1 own father had been imprisoned, release had 

come only through the death of a grandparent, and Dickens, like 

the child, had suffered intense unhappiness as the result of 

his father*s imprisonment. The tale has a tone of disturbance 

that reaches the level of wish fulfillment in the omnipotence 

of the hallucinatory passage. Since Dickens repeats the theme 

for the fourth time in these introduced tales and because it 

reappears significantly in the later novels, the thematic 

pattern and tone of these tales must have been significant to 

him;22 and in this sense, the introduced tales evidence his 

2°Ibid., pp. 47, 176. 21Ibid.. pp. 3^-3*5. 

22 
The implied relationship of passivity with goodness and 

of aggressiveness with badness reappears in the characteriza-
tions of Oliver Twist and Bill Sikes respectively. Parallel 
to the father figures of these tales, Oliver*s grandfather is 
characterized as a man of doubtful human sympathy. 
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involvement in the earliest years of his writing with problems 

and relationships significant to his later work. Sir Henry 

Dickens recalls of his father: 

At that time, when the stroke that killed him was 
gradually overpowering him, his mind reverted to the 
struggles and degradation of his childhood, which 
had caused him such intense agony of mind, and which 
he had never been able entirely to cast from him.23 , 

Tales seven and eight, "The Story of the Goblins Who 

Stole a Sexton" and "The True Legend of Prince Bladud,M have 

some relationship to the four discussed previously through a 

recurrence of theme or through the reappearance of the stereo-

typed relationships of the characters. In that these latter 

tales fail artistically, the first through its eventual de-

generation from entertainment into solemn sermonizing and the 

second through an indecision as to what should be developed 

in the tale, it appears that Dickens sought to repeat the theme 

and interrelationships of the earlier tales, which are essen-

tially serious in tone, but now in combination with a different 

tone in the weakening humor of the goblin story and the caustic 

aimlessness of the legend. 

In the encounter of the hard-hearted sexton, Gabriel 

Grub, with the goblins who teach him to value people, the tale 

23 
Wilson, The Wound and the Bow, p. 98. 
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repeats the isolation, retribution, and repentance of earlier 

tales but within the form of a supernatural Christmas story. 

Although the tale repeats the theme of tales one, two, three, 

and six, it attempts the lighter tone of the intervening fourth 

and fifth tales, which identify the weaknesses of the central 

figures and yet treat them with a sly wink, the spirit of 

comedy rather than melodrama. In the interplay within the 

goblin story of the theme from the earliest tales and the emer-

gent tone in the fourth and fifth tales lies a growing reali-

zation of the organic relationships of the nine tales. 

"The True Legend of Prince Bladud" begins as an animal 

fable and, abruptly denying the first paragraphs, states that 

the legend of a prince, rather than the animal fable, reveals 

the true origin of Bath. Here is an instance in which Dickens,' 

lacking inspiration, began writing with the intention of 

relating the tale to Bath, found an animal fable inadequate, 

and switched to a legend. In Dickens1 failure to obliterate 

the paragraphs of fable, it is possible to observe that in 

both the fable and the legend it was his intention to relate 

the tale to the origin of Bath, undoubtedly evidence of his 

determination to create a relationship between Mr. Pickwick1s 

visit to Bath in the surrounding narrative and the introduced 

tale. 
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Because it is possible to infer Dickens* intention to 

write a tale "bearing upon Bath, it is reasonable to conclude 

that the tale was written along with the main narrative of 

that number rather than some months before. The contrary con-

clusion, that this tale was written months earlier, lacks 

probability in that the chance of Dickens1 having written an 

earlier tale about the mineral waters of Bath which would con-

veniently parallel the Pickwick narrative is less likely. 

Furthermore, the failure to obliterate the impertinent para-

graphs of the fable when he began again and the caustic tone, 

attempting to disguise a lack of inspiration for the story, 

indicates a hastily written tale, prepared and sent to the 

printer without laying it aside long enough to attain an objec-

tive awareness of its weaknesses. 

The father figure as portrayed' in the king displays the 

same callousness as the earlier fathers, but in this case 

Dickens wrote with a certain flippancy: 

With this view, he sent a special embassy, composed 
of great noblemen who had nothing particular to do 
and wanted lucrative employment, to a neighbouring king, 
and demanded his fair daughter in marriage for his son; 
stating at the same time that he was anxious to be on 
the most affectionate terms with his brother and friend, 
but that if they couldn't agree in arranging this 
marriage, he should be under the unpleasant necessity of 
invading his kingdom, and putting his eyes out.^1* 

Oil 
Dickens, Pickwick Papers. II, 1B3. 
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The description of modern princes and their treatment of in-

nocent wives differs little from the earlier characterizations; 

If the Prince had lived in later days, he might at 
once have married the object of his father's choice, 
and then set himself seriously to work, to relieve 
himself of the burden which rested heavily upon him. 
He might have endeavoured to break' her heart by a 
systematic course of insult and neglect; or, if the 
spirit of her sex, and a proud consciousness of her • 
many wrongs had upheld her under this ill treatment, 
he might have sought to take her life, and so get rid 
of her effectually.25 

The fourth tale, "The Bagman1s Story," contains different 

ingredients entirely, full of colorful detail and unerring in 

its development of the plot. The tale itself, though not of 

literary importance, seems written with an assurance and plea-

sure which reflect themselves humorously in Tom Smart's progress 

in acquiring the widow and her inn. Unlike the briefest pos-

sible introductions of the first three tales, the conversation 

of the one-eyed man, the dirty-faced man, and the placid 

gentleman which introduces the tale has an interest and humor 

of its own that develops it beyond the formula imposed upon 

the earlier introductions. The tale itself forms most of the 

last chapter of a number immediately preceded by the chapter 

on the political struggle of the "highly-principled" citizens 

of Eatanswill. 

25Ibid., p. 124. 
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The two chapters have an underlying relationship in that 

a tone of modulated irony and humor pervades them both. The 

artistic similarities of the two chapters suggest they were 

written about the same time. Pickwick*s timorous caution in 

aligning himself with the larger of the two mobs of Eatanswill 

and Pott1s exaggerated dignity in his position as editor of 

the Eatanswill Gazette are not far from the tongue-in-cheek 

treatment of Tom Smart in his admiration for the widow and her 

possessions. 

The tale creates for the reader the entertaining uncer-

tainty whether the fantastically carved chair comes to life or 

whether Tom Smart's imagination comes to the aid of his inebri-

ated desires. The conversation following the tale hints 

ambiguously that Tom Smart is not so naive in his course of 

action and is, perhaps, unimpeded by principles. If one com-

pares the first number of Pickwick Papers with the chapters in 

the fifth and sixth numbers, the greater vitality of the 

comedy in the latter narrative and tales makes the increasing 

popularity of Pickwick Papers understandable. 

Like Tom Smart's adventure, the fifth tale, "The Parish 

Clerk, A Tale of True Love," escapes the intense and sober 

mood of the earlier stories, in this case through an illusory 

romance, comical in its intent and tinged with mockery. 
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Besides the similarly lighter mood of these two tales, they 

have a relationship in the urge of the somewhat comical heroes 

to court and acquire their envisioned trueloves. The resem-

blance of Nathaniel Pipkin to Tom Smart in the former* s 

yearning to marry Maria Lobbs and open her father1s strongbox 

suggests the tales were written about the same time; Pipkin1s 

and Smart's similar resentment of a second male in the pres-

ence of the girl they each desire enlarges the resemblance. 

"The only eye-sore in the whole place, was another cousin of 

Maria Lobb*s, and a brother of Kate, whom Maria Lobbs called 

tHenry,1 and who seemed to keep Maria Lobbs all to himself, 

up in one corner of the t a b l e . " 2 6 

Robert E. Lougy proposes that there is a relationship 

between Pipkin*s shattered illusions and Pickwick*s pain in 

discovering that Job Trotter has deceived him into the em-

barrassing scene at Westgate H o u s e , a n d the use of this 

device in the contiguous chapters sixteen and seventeen of the 

same number, not a detail but a noticeable development of 

plot, indicates a more intimate relationship between narrative 

and tale than had been evident in the four earlier tales. 

26) 
Dickejns, Pickwick Papers. I, 278. 

27 
Lougy, "Pickwick and *The Parish Clerk,*" pp. 101-102. 
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Parenthetically, an impulse motivating the tale, other 

than Pickwick* s shattered illusion in the previous chapter, 

has so far not been recognized in Dickens' romance with Maria 

Beadnell. As Pipkin was with Maria Lobbs, Dickens was deeply 

infatuated, perhaps in love, with Maria Beadnell, whom he 

sought, with alternating success and failure, to please. Just 

as Maria Lobb's father was wealthy, Maria Beadnell's father was 

in banking, and it is thought that her father and mother were 

not impressed with Dickens' social and professional prospects. 

To avoid a greater seriousness between the two young people, 

Maria was temporarily sent to Paris and later shielded by her 

father from private conversations with Dickens, just as Lobbs 

refused to allow the young cousin who loved Maria Lobbs to 

visit her. To Dickens' dismay, Maria began to treat him in a 

bewildering fashion, alternately enticing and contemptuous. 

The state of affairs was further worsened by Maria's closest 

friend, Marianne Leigh, who attempted to convince Dickens that 

she spoke for Maria and would sympathetically convey Dickens1 

pleadings. Through confusion and perhaps malice on Marianne's 

part, Maria and Dickens' relationship deteriorated further into 

a final separation. 

28 
Johnson, Tragedy and Triumph, I, 67-81. 
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"The Parish Clerk" begins its development of the plot 

•with Pipkin's adoration of Maria from afar. It was only 

through the apparent interest of Maria and the more direct 

encouragement of her cousin Kate that he dared speak his love 

to Maria. In replyi 

Maria Lobbs being more strenuously urged by the love-
worn little man, turned away her head, and whispered 
her cousin to say, or at all events Kate did say, that 
she felt much honoured by Mr. Pipkin's addresses; that 
her hand and heart were at her father's disposal; but 
that nobody could be insensible to Mr. Pipkin's merits.29 

Later in Maria's home while Pipkin was blindfolded in a game 

of blind man's buff, Maria carried on a flirtation with her 

cousin Henry. Through the unexpected- return home of her 

father, the truth of Maria's love for her cousin became known, 

and Pipkin suffered a shattering disillusionment. 

It is possible to isolate characteristics of the tales 

that encourage the critical opinion that they were written 

prior to the Pickwick narrative and were, hence, artistically 

incongruous to the unity of the work. As discussed earlier, 

the storyteller of the first tale, Dismal Jemmy, lacks con-

sistency of characterization; furthermore, except to introduce 

the tale, he has no involvement in the larger narrative. 

Jemmy exists as a device to relate the tale, outside of any 

^^Dickens, Pickwick Papers. I, 377 • 
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participation in the interaction among the active characters 

of the narrative; as a result, when his tale is completed, he 

disappears from the awareness of those in the room who have 

just heard him speak. Dickens designs striking descriptions 

for other storytellers in the introductions, such as the 

coarse and robust bagman of the fourth tale. But in reading 

the tale, one senses a different storyteller, a subtler intel-

ligence who can sensitively evoke the storm scene opening the 

tale and who traces the story with a humor and irony beyond 

the coarse capacity of the bagman. 

The technique in presenting the second tale, "The Con-

vict' s Return," similarly encourages the impression of dis-

continuity. In the midst of a merry card party at Dingly Dell 

the narrative swerves suddenly to narrow upon a melodramatic 

tale told by an older clergyman who' has no substantial iden-

tity or participation in the narrative, again a device for 

introducing the tale. The number ends with the conclusion of 

the tale, and the next number commences with Pickwick on his 

way to bed without further interest in the party or the tale. 

An adequate transition between the parts does not exist, as 

though the tale were thrown in at the least resistant point of 

the narrative. The choice of a clergyman to present the tale, 

although an ephemeral guest at the party, is appropriate in 
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that Dickens emphasizes a moral interpretation in "The Con-

vict* s Return." 

The third tale, "A Madman's Manuscript," draws a part of 

its artistic superiority to the first two in the use of the 

central dramatic character to relate the tale; and in this 

storyteller Dickens achieves a difficult feat by creating a 

sense of the madman's increasing madness as the tale progresses. 

The tale came to Pickwick by means of the manuscript of a 

deceased physician and was read in private by Pickwick in his 

bedroom, a characteristic isolation of the tale from the nar-

rative. The introduction offers a slightly improved transition, 

but the conclusion copies the previously used device of Pick-

wick* s falling' asleep as a means of dismissing the tale without 

further effort. 

Except for the first number, Dickens consistently includes 

a tale in each number through the sixth, evidently his original 

plan. But there is no tale in the seventh number, possibly 

because Dickens, as the result of creative self-assurance with 

the narrative, wished to include all of the Pickwickian epi-

sodes covered there. As regards the last chapter of t'he 

number, he needed to further the development of Mrs. Bardell*s 

suit through Pickwick's visit with his lawyer. 
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Just as Dickens was beginning to include humorous tales 

among those vith an intense moralistic tone, the main narrative 

itself was becoming increasingly humorous and relaxed. Readers 

of the serial work will recall the delightful ironies of 

Eatanswill and Mrs. Hunter*s costume breakfast in the fifth 

and sixth numbers respectively. As Dickens was achieving an 

increasing creative power over the narrative, the use of pre-

conceived devices, such as the pattern of techniques intro-

ducing the earliest tales, became less in evidence. It is 

this increasing power in the narrative that caused him to omit 

including a tale in the ninth number, just as he had in the 

seventh. The first of the three chapters in the ninth number 

presents Pickwick as horrified by his introduction to the 

woman whose bed he had accidentally entered the night before. 

The second chapter continues this plot with Pickwick and his 

friends brought before the local magistrate by Miss Wither-

field; and the third chapter, like the final chapter of the 

seventh number, advances the Bardell plot. 

The planned inclusion of a tale in each number was giving 

way to the increasingly effective narrative, and after the 

tale in the tenth number, only two further tales appeared in 

the final ten numbers, evidence of Dickens* lessening interest 

in the tales as an artistic element of Pickwick Papers. In a 
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letter written to Richard Bentley during the month following 

the writing of the tenth number, Dickens expressed an increasing 

sense of his resistance to weakening the artistic merit of his 

work to satisfy formal requirements such as a given number of 

pages published monthly; he would make up the shortage of 

pages agreed on with Bentley at a time when inspiration pre-

sented itself.30 As Mr. Pickwick was growing beyond the 

satirical figure of the first chapter toward the later tragi-

comic hero of Fleet Prison, the intervening numbers of the 

work included such comically drawn scenes as Sam* s duel of 

words with the magistrate, Mr. Nupkins, in chapter twenty-five, 

Pickwick's conference with Mr. Perker and Mr. Snubbin, a 

rather nicely drawn satire upon the law profession in chapter 

thirty-one, and Tony VTeller* s revenge upon Mr. Stiggins at 

the temperance meeting in chapter thirty-three. 

The unusual employment of a device in both the narrative 

of chapter twenty and the introductory portion of the sixth 

tale in chapter twenty-one favors the argument of Dickens1 

having written the tale and the main narrative within a brief 

time of each other, although the former chapter completes one 

number and the tale begins the next. In chapter twenty 

Dickens, for the first time in Pickwick Papers, allows one of 

30 
House and Storey, Letters, I, 227.(24 January I837). 
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the characters, a clerk of Bodson and Fogg, to tell an extended 

anecdote which has a meaningful bearing upon the Interpretation 

of the immediate scene. The clerk recounted how a poor man 

had come to pay his lawyer's fee and Fogg had dishonestly told, 

him further costs had been incurred, which forced the penniless 

man into an even more complicated and expensive relationship 

with these two lawyers--certainly a warning to Pickwick as to 

what he should anticipate from the lawyers.31 

In contrast to the usually brief introductions to the 

earlier tales, Dickens creates a far longer introduction for 

the sixth tale and fills it with a series of anecdotes about 

the strange happenings in the inns of court, stories of men so 

isolated that their deaths were only discovered months later. 

Just as Dickens uses the clerk's anecdote to bear upon the 

narrative, the introductory anecdotes provide a transition to 

the tone and plot of the tale, far less abrupt in their effect 

than the introduction to the first tale. 

As the introduced tales become less in evidence in the 

latter half of the numbers, Dickens makes an increasing use of 

anecdotes in the middle to latter numbers. The growth of their 

use suggests Dickens' recognition of their effectiveness in 

telling an entertaining, yet pointed, story briefly without 

'^Dickens, Pickwick Papers, I, 316. 
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sacrificing the coherence of the narrative. An early anecdote 

was related in chapter ten of the fourth number by the young 

boots of the White Hart Inn, Sam Weller. He was warning 

Jingle against the touts of Doctors* Commons who had success-

fully enticed his father, Tony Weller, to take out a marriage 

license to marry his present wife, unhappily. The anecdote, 

according to Mary Colwell, has its narrative parallel in 

Jingle1 s devious intention to obtain a marriage license and 

marry Rachel Wardle immediately.32 

In chapter twenty-eight Sam recounted for the benefit of 

the fat boy the anecdote of the fat man whose digestion was 

ruined by thieves,33 a n admonition to the boy whose singular 

obsession was eating. The anecdote*s character is appropriate 

to the light conversation of the Christmas Eve party and to 

Sam*s personality. In chapter thirty-one Sam told his master 

an anecdote about a tradesman continually badgered by his wife 

with the result that the man committed suicide by throwing 

himself into a sausage machine, bones and all. His whereabouts 

was only explained when an irritated customer protested the 

trouser buttons in his sausage.34 Preceding this anecdote, 

3^lb i d p p . 145-147. Colwell, "Organization in Pickwick 
Papers,n pp. 104-105. 

33i)ickens, Pickwick Papers, I, 465-467. 

3^ lb id ., II, 21-23. 
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Doc!son and Fogg had sent a clerk to serve process upon Pick-

wick* s friends in furtherance of Mrs. Bardell*s suit against 

Pickwick, a Badgering of the old gentleman to stand by his 

apparent proposal of marriage. 

Sam*s anecdote about the man who ate crumpets as a matter 

of principle and then killed himself with a bullet in the, 

head35 makes a subtle but excellent point for Pickwick* s bene-

fit in that he had refused to pay the court judgment in the 

Bardell suit and chose to suffer his incarceration in Fleet 

Prison as a matter of principle. While bearing directly upon 

the point of contention between Sam and Pickwick, the anecdote 

is entertaining, succinct, and appropriate to Sam Weller* s 

mode of expressing h i m s e l f . 3 6 

It is difficult to visualize Sam as the source of the 

tale edited by Pickwick back in the sixth number, "The Parish 

Clerk," but by way of contrast one can see the growing care 

Dickens uses in giving Sam a song in the fifteenth number 

appropriate to his character: 

35 
Ibid.. pp. 851-253-

o £ 

Other anecdotes appear in chapters thirty-two and 
forty-one. 
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Romance 

I. 

Bold Turpin vunce, oil Hounslow Heath, 

His bold mare Bess bestrode—er; 
Ven there he see'd the Bishop's coach 
A-coming along the road--er. 
So he gallops close to the 'orse's legs, 
And he claps his head vithin; 
And the Bishop says, "Sure as eggs is eggs, 
This here's the bold Turpin1." 

Chorus. 

And the Bishop says, "Sure as eggs is eggs, 

This here's the bold Turpin*." 

II. 

Says Turpin, "You shall eat your words, 

With a sarse of leaden bul-rlet;
M 

So he puts a pistol to his mouth, 
And he fires it down his gul—let. 
The coachman he not likin' the job, 
Set off at.a full gal--lop, 
But Dick put a couple of balls in his nob, 
And perwailed on him to stop. 

Chorus (sarcastically). 

But Dick put a couple of balls in his nob, 
And perwailed on him to stop.37 

In the writing of the final tale, "The Story of the Bag-

man's Uncle," Dickens sought to fulfill his original promise 

to the readers to provide tales. A number of changes in 

technique become apparent in a comparison of the first and 

37 
Dickens, Pickwick Papers. II, 246. 
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ninth tales. The latter dispenses with the use of a formal 

title separating the narrative from the tale, an omission that 

occurs for the first time with this tale. Furthermore, Dickens 

creates an adequate transition between the narrative and the 

tale through the conversation of Pickwick with the storyteller 

and an innkeeper. The ninth tale does have a general relation-

ship to the narrative in that the bagman* s uncle dreamed of 

traveling in a ghostly mail coach where he fell in love with 

and assisted a young woman. Immediately following the chapter 

composed of this tale, Pickwick departed by coach with the pur-

pose of announcing the marriage of Winkle and Arabella Allen to 

Winkle's father. 

The gradual change in the technique of presenting the 

tales and the increasing coherence between the narrative and 

i 

tales argue for the writing of the tales in the order in which 

they appear, and the relationships between the two parts 

suggest that the narrative and the tales were written together. 



CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION 

The unsubstantiated but historically popular hypothesis 

that Dickens drew the tales used in Pickwick Papers from un-r 

published material prepared earlier as potential articles 

for the Evening Chronicle or for Bell* s Life in London lacks 

credibility when one examines Dickens* letters from the pe-

riods he was writing for these newspapers. Dickens* letters 

to the Chronicle* s editor, John Easthope, reveal a defensive 

sensibility on the writer* s part a.s to the possible charge 

that he had failed to provide sufficient tales for publication 

in that newspaper, as agreed upon between Easthope and himself. 

The first lapse in publication of weekly "Scenes and Characters" 

Bell* s Life in London coincides with Dickens* letter to 

Catherine Hogarth complaining of the pressure of his commit-

ments and stating his intention to miss the publication 

deadline if he cannot sec her and complete the required sketch, 

too. The accumulative ~ idence makes it clear that Dickens 

was writing about as much as he could at that time, was 

writing just short of the publication deadlines, and did not 

have additional sketches in hand to cover any failure to write 

a sketch in a particular week. 
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Consistent with the findings from the earlier period 

when Dickens worked as a reporter, a comparison of material 

published in periodicals during 1836 and in the second series 

°£* Sketches by Boz with the volume of publication Dickens 

originally planned for I836 reveals that he had no stockpile 

of stories set aside for current needs. Actual publication 

for several periodicals fell short of his original proposals 

with the publishers. Dickens1 lack of a stockpile of sketches 

and tales for publication during these months is consistent 

with the evidence that he reworked older published sketches 

for current publication requirements and drew directly from 

earlier fictional pieces for plot and characterization in the 

introduced tales of Pickwick Papers. 

An identification of Dickens* work pattern as he wrote 

Pickwick Papers affords an additional tool in analyzing the 

origin of the tales. Through an awareness of the weeks in 

which a particular number was being written, it is possible 

to evaluate letters written during those days more accurately 

in terms of their bearing upon the origin of the tales. 

Through this means, one may evaluate the significance 'of the 

"very good bit to finish with" in Dickens' letter of Septem-

ber 21, 1836, with a greater resoluteness than House and 

Storey and a perceptiveness greater than that of Levy and 
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Ruff. A correlation of the work pattern with implications 

regarding the tales from the letters and from the text of 

Pickwick Papers itself tends to support the thesis that the 

tales were written concurrently with the main narrative of 

their numbers. 

Specific characteristics of "The Stroller*s Talen and 

the narrative surrounding it encourage the view that the 

tales and the narrative are artistically incongruous. But 

despite these inconsistencies, one discovers interrelation-

ships of theme and characterization among the tales that 

imply their having been written in the order in which they 

appear. The repetitive and progressive characteristics of 

several of the tales are recognizable. The pattern of per-

secution, guilt and isolation, and forgiveness and repentance 

acts as the determining concept, particularly, of tales one, 

two, three, and six. The question of responsibility for 

suffering in the most intimate personal relationships wavers 

between the disguised yearning to admit onefs own responsi-

bility and the need to project responsibility upon an external 

but related figure, such as the fathers of the sixth tale. 

The progression emerges in the movement from the innocence of 

the small child rushing to his father in the first tale to 

the realization of enraged vengeance within the imprisoned 
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son of the sixth tale. But even in this tale rage and ob-

session display themselves under the justification of "good" 

reasons, and the question of responsibility achieves no res-

olution in the introduced tales. 

An examination of the nine tales in succession indicates 

an increasing artistry and a growing coherence between the 

tales and the surrounding narrative. The conversation of the 

one-eyed man, the dirty-faced man, and the placid gentleman 

introducing "The Bagman*s Tale" has a liveliness of its own 

reaching an artistic level superior to the earlier introduc-

tions, which exist merely as transitions. The same tale has 

tonal relationships to the preceding narrative chapter about 

the citizens of Eatanswill in that both express their tonal 

character through similar modulations of humor and irony. 

"The Bagman*s Tale" and "The Parish Clerk" have relationships 

of tone and characterization, and the latter tale appears to 

comment upon Pickwick*s misadventure at Westgate House. The 

increasing vigor of Dickens* numbers coincides with a lessen-

ing dependence upon unsatisfactorily mechanical patterns of 

transition between the tales and the narrative. Eventually, 

the purely mechanical requirement that each number include 

a tale was abandoned in that it inartistically interrupted' 

the forceful development of the Pickwick plot. 
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Probably reflecting Dickens* experimentation with them 

during the same weeks, the narrative of chapter twenty and 

the introduction to the sixth tale in chapter twenty-one simi-

larly make use of the anecdote as a device for expressing a 

point briefly yet colorfully, a device less cumbersome and 

interrupting than the larger framework of the tales. The 

capacity of the anecdotes to delight while making a point 

succinctly encouraged their increasing use at a time when 

Dickens seems to have become less interested in the use of 

tales within Pickwick Papers. The ninth tale, as compared to 

the first, accomplishes an improved transition with the nar-

rative and an added form of coherence with the following 

chapter through the emphasis of travel in both. 

The findings of this study consistently indicate that 

the introduced tales were written by Dickens at the same 

time that he was writing the main narrative of Pickwick Papers, 



APPENDIX 

Based upon the 1899 Gadshill Edition chapter numbering, 

the outline given immediately below gives the date of publi-

cation and the inclusive chapters for each number of the 

original Pickwick serial publication. The first number of 

the original serial publication concluded in the midst of 

chapter three, and "The Stroller*s Tale" of chapter three 

began the second number. The 1847 edition and those there-

after vary from the original serial .numbers in the renumber-

ing of the chapters beginning with the portion of the 

original chapter twenty-eight commencing "The Story of the 

Goblins Who Stole a Sexton." This tale forms the whole of 

chapter twenty-nine in the editions from 1847 forward, and 

the chapters following it advance one numbering to a total 

of fifty-seven chapters rather than the original fifty-six. 

109 
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INCLUSIVE CHAPTERS OF EACH SERIAL NUMBER 
WITH THE PUBLICATION DATE 
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Number Publication Date Chapters 

1 April 1, IS36 I-III 
2 May 1 III-V 
3 June 1 VI-VIII 
k July 1 IX-XI 
5 August 1 XII-XIV 
6 September 1 XV-XVII 
7 October 1 XVIII-XX 
8 November 1 XXI-XXIII 
9 December 1 XXIV-XXVI 
10 January 1, 1837 XXVII-XXIX 
11 February 1 XXX-XXXII 
12 March 1 XXXIII-XXXIV 
13 April 1 XXXV-XXXVII 
14 May 1 XXXVIII-XL 
15 July 1 XLI-XLIII 
16 August 1 XLIV-XLVI 
17 September 1 XLVII-XLIX 
18 October 2 L-LII 

19-20 November 1 LIII-LVII 

The nine tales appear in the chapters of the Gadshill 
Edition listed below. The first seven tales appear in 
volume one, and the last two lie in volume two. 
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LOCATION OP THE TALES 
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Tale Chapter Pages 

"The Stroller's Tale" III 41-48 
"The Convict* s Return* VI 88-97 
"A Madman*s Manuscript" XI 168-177 
"The Bagman* s Tale" XIV S15-231 
"The Parish Clerk, A Tale of True 

Love" XVII 273-282 
"The Old Man* s Tale ab out the 

Queer Client" XXI 339-353 
"The Story of the Goblins Who 

Stole a Sexton" XXIX 472-484 
"The True Legend of Prince Bladud" XXXVI 121-127 
"The Story of the Bagman*s Uncle" XLIX 333-352 
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